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GUIDE TO THE USE OF THIS MONOGRAPH 

The purpose of this monograph is to organize and present, for effective use in spacecraft devel- 
opment, the significant experience and knowledge accumulated in development and operational 
programs to date. It reviews and assesses current design practices, and from them establishes firm 
guidance for achieving greater consistency in design, increased reliability in the end product, and 
greater efficiency in the design effort. The monograph is organized into three major sections that 
are preceded by a brief Zntroduction and complemented by a set of References. 

The State of the Art, section 2, reviews and discusses the total design problem, and identifies 
which design elements are involved in successful designs. It describes succinctly the current tech- 
nology pertaining to these elements. When detailed information is required, the best available 
references are cited. This section serves as a survey of the subject that provides background 
material and prepares a proper technological base for the Design Criteria and Recommended 
Practices. 

The Design Criteria, shown in section 3, state clearly and briefly what rule, guide, limitation, or 
standard must be imposed on each essential design element to insure successful design. The 
Design Criteria can serve effectively as a checklist for the project manager to use in guiding a 
design or in assessing its adequacy. 

The Recommended Practices, as shown in section 4, state how to satisfy each of the criteria. When- 
ever possible, the best procedure is described; when this cannot be done concisely, appropriate 
references are provided. The Recommended Practices, in conjunction with the Design Criteria, 
provide positive guidance to the practicing designer on how to achieve successful design. 

Both sections have been organized into decimally numbered subsections so that the subjects 
within similarly numbered subsections correspond from section to section. The format for the 
Contents displays this continuity of subject in such a way that a particular aspect of design can 
be followed through both sections as a discrete subject. 

The design criteria monograph is not intended to be a design handbook, a set of specifications, or 
a design manual. It is a summary and a systematic ordering of the large and loosely organized 
body of existing successful design techniques and practices. Its value and its merit should be 
judged on how effectively it makes that material available to and useful to the user. 
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FOREWORD 

NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the design of space vehicles, 
Accordingly, criteria are being developed in the following areas of technology: 

Environment 
Structures 
Guidance and Control 
Chemical Propulsion 

Individual components of this work will be issued as separate monograps as soon as they are 
completed. This document, Spacehorne Digital Computer Systems, is one such monograph. 

A list of all previously issued monographs can be found at the back of this publication. 

These monographs serve as guides to NASA design and mission planning. They are used to 
develop requirements for specific projects and also are cited as the applicable references in 
mission studies and in contracts for design and development of space vehicle systems. 

This monograph was prepared for NASA under the cognizance of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
California Institute of Technology. Principal contributors were Mr. William C. Hoffman of Aero- 
space Systems, Inc., Professor Albert L. Hopkins, Jr. of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and Mr. John P. Green, Jr. of Intermetrics, Inc. The program manager was Mr, John Zvara of 
Aerospace Systems, Inc. 

The effort was guided by an advisory panel which was chaired by Professor Hopkins. The follow- 
ing individuals participated in the advisory panel and monograph review activities : 
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D. 0. Baechler 
T. C. Bartee 
J. M. Black 
J. V. Christensen 
B. M. Dobrotin 
B. L. Dove 
B. J. Jansen 
L. R. Manoni 
W. J. Patzer 
D. H. Schaeffer 
G. P. Talcott 
Vv7. E. VanderVe!de 

University of California, Los Angeles 
Bellcomm, Inc. 
Harvard University 
NASA Flight Research Center 
IVASA Ames Research Center 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
NASA Langley Research Center 
UNIVAC, Defense Systems Division 
United Aircraft, Hamilton Standard Systems Center 
IBM, Federal Systems Division 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Raytheon Co., Equipment Division 
Massachiisetts 1ns:i:u:e of Techiio!ogj; 

Contributions in the form of design and development practices were also provided by many other 
engineers of NASA and the aerospace community. 
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Comments concerning the technical content of this monograph will be welcomed by the Na- 
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of Advanced Research and Technology 
(Code RE), Washington, D.C. 20546. 

March 1971 
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SPACEBORNE DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

1. INTRODUCTION 
As space vehicle missions have become more complex, the use of onboard digital computers has 
become more prevalent. The functions which these computers are assigned to perform are also 
expanding in number and magnitude. As a result, the problem of specifying and designing digital 
computers for space vehicles has increased in complexity. 

Although most spaceborne digital computers are of the type often referred to as “general purpose,” 
they have been in fact special-purpose machines in that a particular choice of design must reflect 
the requirements of the particular mission application. Thus, the program manager must be 
aware of the capabilities and limitations of spaceborne computer systems and the design tradeoffs 
which might affect his application. 

The flight performance of spaceborne digital computer systems has generally been successful. 
However, a number of recurring problems have been experienced during the design, develop- 
ment, and testing of these machines. Previous systems have been very costly, have required 
major redesigns, and have caused significant schedule delays. Most difficulties have resulted from 
1) lack of adequate capacity and flexibility to accommodate expanded requirements, 2) poorly 
defined subsystem and interface specifications, 3) the impact on software of changing mission 
requirements, and 4) reliability demands. 

Important factors which influence the design and performance of spaceborne digital computer 
systems include: 

System architecture 

Computational capability (precision, speed, throughput, memory capacity, 
input/output capability, instruction repertoire, etc.) 

Adaptability (expandability, flexibility, compatibility, etc.) 

Provisions for interface with other components of the system 

Software (support and applications programs, ease of programming, etc.) 

Cost (money, weight, power, volume, time) 

Reliability related items (fault tolerance, failure rate, redundancy, ease of 
checkout, etc.) 

0 Environment (temperature, shock and vibration, electromagnetic and nuclear 
radiation, noise, power fluctuations, etc.) 

Packaging and cabling design 
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The preferred design should consider the expanding nature of the requirements, potential 
advances in the technological state of the art, and the entire spectrum of environmental require- 
ments. It should strike a balance between hardware complexity and software simplicity, and 
facilitate simulation, testing, and checkout. 

This monograph discusses considerations which form a basis for the specification, design and 
evaluation of digital computer systems for spaceborne applications. Detailed discussion of the 
following items are outside the scope of this monograph: software development, mechanical 
and electrical design, hardware technology, I/Q equipment, displays, and test equipments or 
specifications. 

Related documents are SP-8053, “Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects on Materials,” June 1970 
and SP-8054, “Space Radiation Protection,” June 1970. 

2. STATE OF THE ART 
The state of the art of spaceborne digital computer systems has undergone a rapid development 
over the past decade and will continue to do so in the future. An onboard digital computer has 
now become essential for most new space vehicles. This section provides a brief description and 
appraisal of some of the design and flight experience of these systems, and the technology which 
presently exists. 

To appraise the various design approaches to spaceborne computers, it is convenient to consider 
their common features. Table 1 summarizes the more important characteristics of selected digital 
computers which have been designed or are under development for space vehicle application. 
Although the data in table 1 was compiled from numerous sources, much of the information was 
drawn from references 1 and 2. Due primarily to the differences in requirements between launch 
vehicles and spacecraft, separate computer systems are usually designed for both the launch 
vehicle and spacecraft. The launch vehicle requires a large amount of complex high-speed com- 
putation, while the spacecraft has fewer computations over a long period of time. 

2.1 Spaceborne Computer Functions 

The functions or tasks of spaceborne computers have ranged from simple mission sequencing 
to complex multipurpose uses in manned spacecraft. With the expanding complexity of space 
missions, the number of tasks which are assigned to onboard digital computers is growing rapidly. 
In many cases, digital computers are taking over functions which were formerly performed by 
analog equipment. As time goes by, increasing experience is gained in sharing a computer or 
system of computers among numerous tasks. In spaceborne applications, most of the tasks involve 
real-time, sampled-data control problems, which place specific demands on, and yield certain 
advantages for, the computer system. Sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.6 summarize some of the most 
common onboard computer tasks. 
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TABLE 1 .-Selected Spaceborne Computer Characteristics 

( ARMA MICRO) 

(IRM GDC) 
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I TABLE 1 .-(continued) 

Space Vehicle 
( Computer Designation) 

ATLAS 
(ARMA MICRO) 

Memory Features 

Access/Cycle 
Typed Size, Capacity, Time, 

psec 

Word 

bits words 

NDRO Core 22 2K-8K 127 

SATURN 1 
( IBM ASC-15) 

TITAN 2/3-C 
(IBM ASC-15B) 

I Drum 
Drum 27 1160 

I 27 I 6886 

GEMINI 
(IBM GDC) 

NDRO Core 39 4K 4/4 
Tape 13 85K 

CENTAUR 
L LIBRASCOPE-3) 

NDRO Film 

I 
48 I 4K /4 

DRO Film 
SABRE 2 

( UNIVAC 1824-D) 24 I 512 0.7/4 

I 512 

SATURN 1B/5 
(IBM LVDC) 

0.7/3.9 
I DRoCore I 28 I 4K-32K I 4/8 

I 4K 
TITAN 3-C 

( UNIVAC 1824-MGC) 0.7/3.9 
APOLLO CSM/LM DRO Core 16 I 1K /11.7 

MINUTEMAN 2 
( AUTONETICS D-37C 

( MIT/RAYTHEON AGC BLOCK I )  NDRO Core RoDe I 16 I 24K 

I Disc 

/11.7 

I 27 I 6966 
NDRO Core X-15 

( HONEYWELL HDC-801) 
24 I 4K-32K 1.0/2.0 

NDRO Plated Wire I 24 I 4K-32K 
AGENA 

(HONEYWELL HDC-501) 

1.0/2.0 

I DRoCore 

APOLLO CSM/LM DRO Core 

I 2o I 4K-8K 

16 I 2K /11.7 

0.65/2 

( MIT-RAYTHEON AGC BLOCK I1 ) NDRO Core ROE I 16 I 36K 

APOLLO LM-AEA 
(TRW MARC0 4418) 

/11.7 

I DRoCore 

DRO Thin Film I 24 I 256 

I l8 I 4K-8K 

4.0/ 
NDRO Core 12 I 7680 

MOL 
(IBM SYSTEM/4Pi-EP) 

4.0/ 

I DRoCore 

0'40-B 

IMPROVED CENTAUR 

ADVANCED IMP 

( NASA/GSFC-WESTINGHOUSE OBP) 

(TELEDYNE TDY-300) 

I 32 I 16K-128K 

DRO Core 18 4K-64.K 0.85/2.5 

DRO Core 24 8K-16K 1.5/3.0 

DRO 16 4K-64K 5/10 

0.9/2.5 

(NASA/GSFC SDP-3) 

(HONEYWELL HDC-701) 
MINUTEMAN 3 

MARINER '71 

GEMINI EXPERIMENT 
(CDC 449-1 ) 

NDRO Plated Wire 32 4K-16K 0.6/ 

DRO Core 22 512 4/7 

APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT 
(IBM SYSTEM/4Pi-TC 1 ) I DRo Core I I 8K-64K I 0.9/2.5 
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TABLE 1 .-(continued) 

(HONEYWELL HDC-701) 
MARINER '71 

Arithmetic Features 

S Fixed 16 1 

Space Vehiclea 
(Computer Designation) 

(NASA/GSFC SDP-3) 
____ _ _ ~  

MINUTEMAN 3 I P I Fixed I 56 I 2.4/10.8/21.4 I 3 
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2.1.1 Guidance and Navigation 

Digital computers were first placed on launch vehicles such as Atlas, Centaur, Minuteman and 
Titan to perform guidance and navigation (G&N) calculations. To accomplish this G&N task, 
the computer first processes data from various sources (e.g., inertial measurement units, star 
trackers, and horizon sensors) to estimate the present attitude, position, and velocity of the space 
vehicle. Using stored or computed trajectory data, it then determines any velocity corrections 
which are necessary and generates the appropriate steering commands, including thrust com- 
mencement and/or termination signals. Normally, the computation requirements for guidance and 
navigation do not by themselves dictate an excessively large or fast machine by present day 
standards. However, extreme accuracy and reliability demands can place stringent requirements 
on the spaceborne computer. 

Guidance and navigation of a spacecraft in orbit involve calculations for such functions as 1) orbit 
parameters for use with experiment data, 2) steering commands for orbit maintenance, generation 
of ground tracks and display of latitude, longitude, and altitude, and 3) rendezvous guidance 
commands. Some missions require the capability of orbit changes in addition to orbit maintenance. 
In the Apollo guidance computer (AGC), the performance of all those G&N tasks requires some 
24,000 words of memory and 26,000 operations per second (peak), out of the totals available for all 
calculations of 38,000 words and about 40,000 operations per second. 

The Apollo spacecraft uses a stable platform for the primary inertial navigation system, whereas 
future vehicles may use strapdown systems which require additional calculations to update the 
inertial reference (e.g., see refs. 3 to 6). The memory requirement remains about the same as for 
a stable platform system, but the speed requirement depends heavily on the resolution desired 
and the rate at which the vehicle attitude is changing. For example, it is estimated that a system 
comprising three single-degree-of-freedom strapdown gyros and accelerometers in a vehicle 
rotating at 0.35 rad (20 deg)/sec would require approximately 120,000 operations per second to 
establish a resolution of 0.15 mrad (&30 sec of arc) (ref. 7). 

2.1.2 Stabilization and Control 

The purpose of a stabilization and control (S&C) system is to orient and maintain the space 
vehicle with a specified attitude and/or attitude rate. Conventionally, analog circuitry has been 
employed to provide the required control signals to the appropriate effectors (e.g., engine gimbal 
actuator, reaction jets, and control moment gyros). During the development of the Apollo space- 
craft, however, it was decided to switch from an analog to a digital mechanization of the autopilot 
in the onboard computer (refs. 8 and 9). Digital S&C systems have since been designed and flown 
on a number of space vehicles, including both the Apollo command and lunar modules, Titan 3-C 
(ref. 10) and the improved Centaur (ref. 11). 

Since the dominant natural frequencies of an S&C system are much higher than those of the 
G&N system, a digital S&C system has a significant effect on the speed requirements of the 
onboard computer. An example of the computer requirements for a reaction jet S&C system during 
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coasting flight is obtained from experience with the Apollo program; about 2,000 memory words 
and 15,000 operations per second are.necessary to support the control system itself, and another 
2,500 words provide associated functions such as star tracker calculations (ref. 7). The require- 
ments for S&C during powered flight are even more demanding. For example, the Apollo lunar 
module digital autopilot uses about 3,500 memory words and on the order of 25,000 operations 
per second (ref. 12). 

2.1.3 Man/Machine Interface 

For manned space vehicles, online communication between the computer and the crew is required. 
Thus, the computer must possess the capability to request action or information, display real-time 
status and other data, and accept and execute manual commands. Because man is accustomed 
to alphabetic and decimal characters whereas computers operate with binary numbers, all infor- 
mation to be communicated must be converted to the proper form before it is intelligible. Several 
implications of the madmachine interface on the computer design are discussed in reference 13. 
The major effect on the computer design has been to increase both the memory and input/output 
requirements. Although the programs required to implement the madmachine interface are long, 
their duty cycle is low so they do not consume much of the computer’s time (ref. 14). 

The Apollo guidance computer uses a peak rate of about 3,600 operations per second to interpret 
an input or handle an output in less than 0.1 sec, which appears as virtually an instantaneous 
response to the operator (ref. 7). The interface between the crew and the AGC consists of a display 
and keyboard assembly (DSKY) which has function keys for verb, noun, clear, standby, keyboard 
release, enter, and reset; numeric keys for zero through nine; and plus and minus signs. Three 
two-digit electroluminescent (EL) displays are used to indicate the verb, noun and program 
number that the computer is currently using, and three five-digit-plus-sign EL displays are used to 
show input and output data. Discrete outputs turn on status lamps to indicate a variety of events 
including uplink activity, gimbal lock, and operator error. 

The data entry and display assembly used for communication with the abort electronics assembly 
(AEA) computer in the Apollo lunar module is similar to the DSKY but less elaborate. It also 
comprises a keyboard and EL address and data displays (ref. 15). A push-button keyboard was 
used for manual data insertion to the Gemini computer, but EL devices were not considered 
because the circuitry required was too complex, and the display intensity would have been insuffi- 
cient in bright sunlight. Instead, electromechanical decimal wheel devices were used (ref. 16). 

No alphabetic input or output has been used with the Gemini or Apollo computers, although 
the use of symbolic coding would have reduced training burdens as well as simplifying control 
and interpretation problems. The main drawback in the use of alphabetic or symbolic coding at 
the time of the Apollo design was the lack of reliable, solid-state display translators. However, 
the convenience of alphabetic information will undoubtedly lead to the use of symbolic codes 
in future spaceborne computers. The application of s yrrholic curlirig fur SpaceclaIt computer 
control and display has been investigated at the NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) in a 
simulation environment with considerable success (ref. 17). 
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2.1.4 Data Processing 

A large amount of data can be generated in flight by scientific experiments as well as by other 
spacecraft subsystems, such as guidance and navigation instrumentation. Depending upon the 
type of data and the extent of processing desired, the onboard computer speed and size require- 
ments may be significantly altered. The engineering and scientific data generally have a high 
bandwidth and are available in real time only, corrupted by noise and not in a convenient form. 
To reduce this data to a manageable and comprehensible form, without losing the information 
content, it may be processed through an onboard computer. Such processing can include filtering, 
smoothing, estimating, averaging, compression, and formating for display or transmission. 

Even for small scientific spacecraft, an onboard computer can be used as the master control for 
collecting data and formating it for telemetry. Since the power consumption of the computer is 
generally much lower than that of the telemetry transmitter, it is easy to justify substantial 
computation to achieve a moderate amount of data compression. For example, the use of a 
small central computer in place of the individual processors on the three IMP-F satellitr: experi- 
ments on Explorer 34 would have reduced the average power consumption by about 70%, 
without increasing the size or weight requirements (ref. 18). A general-purpose stored-program 
computer, the SDP-3, has been designed at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
for use as the core of the data system of small scientific spacecraft and will be flown as an 

TABLE 2.-Summary of Computer Requirements for Typical Experiments [ref. 24) 

Functions 

I Checkout 

Expcrimcnt Control 
Sequencing 
Mode control 
Rock spectra analysis 
Pointing control 
Solar flare sensing 

Data Compression 
Simple predictor 
Sophisticated interpolator 

(ESSI system) 

Data Reduction 
Land SSE analysis (continuous) 
Land SSE analysis (intermittent) 
Magnetic field autocorrelation 

Plasma experiment 
experiment 

Memory Requirements (words) 

Data 

200 

2 
2 

17 000 
1 000 
9 000 

1 000 

900 
1100 

100 

25 

Program 

10 

12 
12 

3 000 
2 000 
1 000 

20 
150 

100 
100 
50 

115 

Total 

210 

14 
14 

20 000 
3 000 

10 000 

20 
1150 

1 000 
1 200 

150 

140 

Requirements Speed 

( Operations/sec ) 

17 

10 
10 

200 
12 

70 000 

500 
1 400 

50 000 
25 000 

340 

140 
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engineering experiment on IMP-I (ref. 19). As an example of onboard data processing require- 
ments, the reduction of 238 pieces of raw data from the IMP-F magnetic field autocorrelation 
experiment to one average value and nine other statistical values is estimated to require 150 
memory words and 340 operations per second. Calculating a sum, a sum of squares, and their ratio 
for the plasma statistics experiment on that spacecraft (ref. 20) would require about 140 memory 
words and 140 operations per second (ref. 7). 

computer (LVDC). When the vehicle has achieved orbit, the computer checks out the propulsion 
system, the mid-course guidance and control system, and other related systems and sends the test 
results to the ground for analysis. If all tests are satisfactory, the next mission phase may be 
initiated from the ground (ref. 25). 

The computer can also serve as the hub for data transfer through the spacecraft, such as the IBM 
primary processor and data storage system (ref. 21) on the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory 
(OAO). A more sophisticated, general-purpose central computer, the NASA/GSFC-Westinghouse 
onboard processor (OBP), was scheduled to be flown on the OAO-B (refs. 22 and 23). Had the 
launch been successful, the OBP would have taken a central role in the spacecraft’s operation 
and control as well as data handling. 

Reference 24 discusses some of the many ways onboard computers may be used to enhance experi- 
mentation in space and indicates the wide range of computer requirements which might be 
encountered. Estimates of the computer memory and speed requirements for several individual 
experiments are summarized in table 2 (from ref. 24). 

2.1.5 Systems Checkout 

Checkout is not restricted to inflight needs but may be performed during certain phases prior to 
launch. For example, the AGC is used during prelaunch to check out the entire Apollo G&N 
system. Among other tasks, the AGC determines all drifts and biases in the inertial reference 
subsystem that can be measured in a l-g field. In addition, the AGC is used in a simulated flight 
mode to check out various other vehicle and spacecraft systems. The Saturn 5 LVDC also operates 
in a prelaunch checkout mode to insure that all guidance system interfaces operate properly prior 
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to flight. The checkout program includes a computer self-test, complete mission simulation, and 
a system test, among others (ref. 25). With the development of more flexible and powerful space- 
borne computers in future programs, the use of an onboard computer for prelaunch checkout of 
spacecraft systems is expected to grow, and thus reduce the dependence on extensive ground- 
based facilities. In the advanced Centaur computer, for instance, prelaunch checkout was a major 
design requirement (ref. 11). 

2.1.6 Computer Self-Test 

A special case of systems checkout is the checkout of the computer itself, which generally requires 
the running of a self-test program. When an error is detected, its cause may be diagnosed and the 
error corrected or the computer reconfigured to minimize its effects. This task generally has a 
minor impact on the computer speed requirements since the self-test program is typically executed 
every one to two seconds, and is assigned a relatively low priority. However, additional hardware 
requirements for diagnosis and reconfiguration may be substantial and memory must be provided 
to store the checking routines. 

Typically, a self-test program for checkout or restarting is a boot-strapping procedure which 
begins with the verification of the most elementary set of instructions, i.e., those which rely on 
only a fraction of the computer hardware in order to operate. These instructions are then used 
to construct a decision-making subroutine which verifies some primitive condition on a YES-NO 
basis. Once verified, this subroutine (or several similarly constructed) is used to check all other 
instructions and variations in sequence, beginning with the next least complex instruction and 
working up to the most complex instruction. After all instructions are verified, input/output (I/O) 
and memory self-test programs check the remaining hardware. 

Self-test routines are also important for detecting malfunctions during operation. In the Gemini 
project, for example, diagnostic subroutines were interleaved in the operational computer pro- 
gram. When they detected a fault, a discrete command was issued to light a malfunction indicator 
lamp on the control panel. The circuit had a manual reset capability to test whether it was set by 
a transient malfunction. Three self checks were performed during flight (ref. 15): 

A timing check, based on the noncoincidence of certain signals within the computer 
under proper timing conditions. 

A thorough diagnostic test which exercised all of the computer’s arithmetic operations 
during each computer cycle in all modes. 

A looping-check, to verify that the computer was following a normal program loop. A 
counter in the output processor was designed to overflow every 2.75 sec. Each program 
was written to reset this counter every 2.7 sec; thus, any change in the program flow 
would cause an overflow and indicate a malfunction. 

In addition, a prelaunch mode check was included to verify the contents of memory syllable 2 by 
summing them. Since this syllable was “read-only” (after loading the memory by ground equip- 
ment), the sums could be checked against their known values to insure correct data. 
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The Apollo guidance computer is equipped with a restart feature comprising alarms to detect 
malfunction and a standard initiation sequence which leads back into the programs in progress. 
The AGC has six malfunction detection devices that cause a restart (ref. 26), as follows: 

A parity test of each word read from memory. An odd-parity bit is added to each fixed- 
memory word at manufacture time and to each erasable word at write time. 

A looping check much like the one on Gemini. A specified register must be periodically 
tested by any correctly operating program. This register is “wired” and if it is not tested 
often enough will cause restart. 

A transfer control trap, which detects endless loops containing only control transfer 
instructions, such as a location L which contains the instruction “transfer control to 
location L.” 

An oscillator fail check caused by stopping of the timing oscillator. 

Voltage fail circuits to monitor the 28-, 14-, and 4-V power levels which drive the com- 

An interrupt check, which detects excessive time spent in the interrupt mode, or too 

puter. 

much time spent between interrupts. 

2.2 System Design 
This section provides a short discussion of the system design of spaceborne digital computers. It 
includes such considerations as organization, storage capacity, logic design, input/output, and 
anticipated future trends. 

2.2.1 System 0 rg a n iza t ion 

(1) Central vs Dedicated Systems 
There are two extreme approaches to the design of spaceborne computer systems. One approach 
favors the use of highly reliable, large central data processors to control and process several sub- 
systems on the entire spacecraft. The opposing approach favors the development of small yet 
flexible, low power, dedicated processors where the ratio of processors to computational functions 
in any given spacecraft is equal to or greater than one. Large-scale integration (LSI) and comple- 
mentary metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) technology are making the development of such small 
programmable processors possible (ref. 27). 

There are twc! adwntages in using nne or more small processors per function. One ad- 
vantage is the ability to integrate subsystems with their computers at an early test stage, and to 
avoid interferences with other subsystems as might happen in a shared computer. Having its own 
processor permits the experiment freedom to be flown on different missions without the difficulty 
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of interfacing with each unique spacecraft processor, since only one experiment to processor inter- 
face need be designed. Although interfacing with telemetry cannot be avoided, this is much 
simpler than interfacing with a central processor. Reliability is another advantage since, with a 
collection of small decentralized processors, a failure may not jeopardize the entire mission of the 
spacecraft. The major disadvantages of the decentralized approach are that problems of informa- 
tion exchange and coordination are left unsolved, and error control is difficult to achieve. 

The alternate concept of a wholly centralized computer solves many of the information exchange 
and coordination problems, but creates another in the number and diversity of its interfaces with 
all the sensors and effectors; and it poses a large challenge to fault-tolerant computer and system 
design (ref. 28). 

A comparison of the two approaches, which was made for an example of an orbital mission to 
Mars in the early 1970s, is discussed in reference 29. The conclusions indicated that the antici- 
pated functional requirements only lightly load the capacity of a general-purpose computer, and 
that the effect of economies in power, weight, and size for a centralized approach does not fully 
offset the inherent reliability of the decentralized concept. However, another study (ref. 18) found 
that a scientific spacecraft telemetry system utilizing a centralized computer is desirable over the 
decentralized processing approach, even for small satellites with only a few telemetry experiments. 

A compromise between the two extremes which seems to combine their advantages is a dis- 
tributed system, where information processing is done at various levels (ref. 28). The level at 
which a particular process takes place is almost entirely a function of the sophistication, reaction 
time, and bandwidth requirements associated with the process. A central computer is best suited 
to processes whose data-rate requirements are not severe, but whose sophistication is high in terms 
of program complexity and/or multiplicity of information sources and destinations. A dedicated 
computer is correspondingly appropriate for high bandwidth processes with limited complexity. 

(2) Computer Configuration 

Although there are innumerable ways of configuring a computer system, all will contain one or 
more of each of the following units, plus the communication and data paths required to intercon- 
nect them (ref. 30): 

Memory 

Processor (arithmetic and control) 

Input/output 

A variety of system configurations have been designed, developed, and flown. Figure 1 shows the 
conventional single processor or uniprocessor system; the processor (P) is connected to the memory 
(M) and to the I/O controller (I/O), which may also be connected directly to the memory. The 
connections of the 1/0 controller to I/O devices, and the 1/0 devices themselves, are not shown 
in the figure. 

Nearly all spaceborne computers which have been flown to date have been uniprocessor systems, 
either with or without the direct access channel between 1/0 and memory. These include the 
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Figure 1 .-Uniprocessor configuration. 

computers on the Gemini spacecraft, the Apollo command and lunar modules, and the Atlas, 
Minuteman, Titan, Agena, Centaur, and Saturn launch vehicles. 

A multicomputer system is shown in figure 2. The processors and memories are not necessarily 
identical since they are generally assigned different tasks to perform. This configuration is dis- 
tinguished from a multiprocessor system in that the processors do not share memory. They may 
communicate directly or via a channel-to-channel adapter which makes each computer look like 
an I/O device to the other. The two systems may also share I/O devices, such as disk storage. The 
multicomputer configuration has been used in numerous ground based applications, such as the 
IBM direct-coupled 7094/7044, and in airborne systems, such as the F-111 Mark I1 Avionics 
System (ref. 31). During the latter phase of the X-15 program, a multicomputer system was flown 
on the No. 3 vehicle. A second computer was added to perform energy management calculations; 
it communicated with the Alert computer through a special I/O adapter. In the AGC design, 
provision was originally made for direct communication between the command module and lunar 
module guidance computers; however, this was never implemented. The Hamilton Standard 
hlodular Flight Computer (ref. 32) is a breadboard multicomputer configuration which was orig- 
inally designed for the Advanced Kickstage booster. 

Thc gcncral architecture for a symmetrical multiprocessor configuration is shown in figure 3. The 
distinguishing characteristic of the multiproccssor organization is the equal sharing of memory 

Figure 2.-Multicomputer configuration. 
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Figure 3.-Symmetrical processor configuration. 

and I/O by each processor. Although the processors in this organization are often alike, they need 
not be. When they are, the operating system software usually treats them interchangeably, and 
tasks may be assigned to any available processor when they become ready for execution. 

Multiprocessors have not as yet been flown in space vehicles although they have been used in 
ground-based and airborne installations (e.g., Contr-ol Data 6600 and 7600, UNIVAC 1108 and 
AN/UYK-7, IBM System 360/Model 65 Multiprocessor, and System/4 Pi VS/ANEW Multi- 
processor). However, several multiprocessor configurations are in the design or development stages 
for spaceborne applications. These include the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) Experi- 
mental Aerospace Multiprocessor-EXAM (refs. 33 to 35), the Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology (MIT) Instrumentation Laboratory Advanced Control, Guidance and Navigation Computer 
(refs. 28,36 to 39), the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Space Ultrareliable Modular 
Computer-SUMC (ref. 40), and the NASA/GSFC Parallel Ultra-Low-Power Processor-PULPP 
(ref. 27). 

A survey of actual and proposed multiprocessor computer systems, multiprocessor theory, and 
problems related to the proposed spacc station and space base data management systems is con- 
tained in reference 30. Reference 41 describes an earlier study of the use of multiprocessing tech- 
niques for deep-space missions. Additional references to multiprocessors can be found in ref- 
erence 42. 

Figure 4 shows a closely related type of computer organization, the distributed processor, in 
which the logic elements are decentralized on an array basis. Each element has some memory 
associated with it, and its complexity can vary from the execution of a single instruction to a small 
computer. The execution of a program in the array can be centrally controlled. References 41, 43, 
and 44 discuss distributed processor designs which have been proposed for spaceborne applications. 
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Figure 4.-Distributed processor configuration. 

2.2.2 Memory 

(1) Organization and Type 
Spaceborne computer memories are functionally divided into program memory and variable 
memory sections. Sometimes the memories are physically separate and may even be constructed 
of different types of devices. In other cases, program and variable storage is incorporated in the 
same memory, as is generally the case with ground-based computers. The program memory is 
often either a fixed or a nondestructive read-out (NDRO) memory which contains the program 
instructions and constants. The variable memory is almost invariably a random-access read-write 
memory for temporary (erasable) storage of computational results. The size of the program 
memory is typically five to twenty times that of the variable memory, although the ratio will 
generally not exceed about ten. 

Fixed or read-only memories usually have their contents manufactured into them; thus, changing 
the contents of a read-only memory requires physical modification of the device. The possible 
advantages of fixed memories lie in volume efficiency; retention of program following electricaI 
malfunctions, power loss, or program error (sometimes shared by protected core memories); sim- 
plicity of construction and operation; and increased reliability (NDRO memories share some of 
these characteristics). Moreover, a fixed memory offers assurance that the computer program is 
identical through all phases of testing and in flight. On the other hand, a “read-only” memory 
requires that program and data be determined well in advance of use; consequently, it places a 
limitation on the computer’s ability to accommodate changes in mission plan such as may be 
required periodically in most applications. 
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An example of a fixed memory is the core-rope program memory used in the Apollo guidance 
computer (ref. 14). This design achieved high density and reliability at a cost of having to procure 
new memory modules with about a four-week production cycle for program changes. Despite thc 
fact that verification cycles were at least as long as production cycles, and that no launch post- 
ponements have yet been caused by this production cycle, the fixed memory has been a contro- 
versial issue owing to its potential for causing problems. 

Read-write memories are classified as volatile or nonvolatile depending upon whether or not their 
contents remain intact when power is removed. Read-write memories may also be either destruc- 
tive readout (DRO) or nondestructive rcadout. In general, NDRO memories enjoy two advantages 
over DRO memories. They are less vulnerable to power fluctuations or other interruptions of the 
read process, sincc at no time during the reading operation is the information cleared from 
the memory. Secondly, they can operate at higher speeds since it is not necessary to restore the 
contents following each read cycle. 

As a compromise between reliability and flexibility, some read-write memories are designed so 
that their contents are electrically alterable only by special equipment; thus, in normal operation 
they behave as “read-only” devices. The Gemini guidance computer memory was an example. 
Each 39-bit memory word was divided into three 13-bit syllables; syllables 0 and 1 were multi- 
aperture NDRO core read-write storage, while syllable 2 was “read-only” after being loaded by 
ground-support equipment. 

In addition to their main memories, many newer computers have “scratchpad memories, which 
are small, high-speed memories associated with the calculating circuitry. These memories give 
additional operating speed to a computer and seem particularly desirable for spaceborne com- 
puters since only small segments of the variable memory are likely to be used during any one 
program subroutine. The size of these memories may be determined by the mission requirements 
for operating speed since there is some penalty in power, weight, and complexity for scratchpad 
memory words vs the regular, random-access memory of the computer. These memories are espe- 
cially popular in largcr systems because of their incrcascd operating speed and reduced number 
of instructions (since two-address systems are generally used). However, the saving in program 
storage is partially offset since the two-address instructions require a greater word length. 

(2) Capacity 
One of the most difficult parameters to specify, and one which has been a constant problem in 
space vehicle applications, is the memory size or capacity. Basically, memory capacity problems 
have arisen because the number of tasks assigned to thc computer increased substantially as the 
spacecraft program progressed. Also, the complexity of certain tasks has sometimes been under- 
estimated. 

One of the earliest computers to experience memory capacity problems was the original Centaur 
machine (ref. 45). As the major storage medium, this computer used a magnetic drum, which 
includcd a timing track, instruction register, accumulator, multiplier/quotient register, as well 
as a main memory. In the original design (1959/1960), the main memory consisted of 37 tracks 
of permanent storage and 3 tracks of temporary storage, at 64 words per track. However, this was 
found to be inadequate, and in the redesign in 1961/1962, seven permanent tracks and one 
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temporary track were added to the drum. With clever programming, this 3072-word capacity has 
been adequate to implement G&N tasks, and the Centaur has successfully launched several 
Surveyor spacecraft to the moon, two Mariner spacecraft to Mars, and an OAO into earth orbit. 
However, to expand the Centaur’s capability for future missions, a new computer was required 
and is presently in development (ref. 11). The improved Centaur computer will provide not only 
guidance and navigation, but also flight attitude control, vehicle sequencing, propellant utiliza- 
tion, and telemetry format control. 

The Gemini program experience is another example of the problems associated with growing 
computer memory requirements (ref. 15). These were increased significantly when the ascent 
guidance mode was added to the computer in May 1962 to provide backup guidance capability 
for the Titan 2 launch vehicle. Another early addition was the requirement for an orbit navigation 
mode. These additions, plus numerous small features and improvements to existing programs 
which required additional memory capacity, occupied all the memory space by January 1963. The 
programming of the second operational “math  flow in June 1963 revealed that the memory 
capacity was exceeded by over 700 words, even after significant savings had been achieved by 
reprogramming. Three solutions were considered for this problem: 

Reduce programming requirements at  the expense of accuracy and/or versatility. This 
approach could have been accomplished by across-the-board reductions in all modes, 
or by dropping one of the computer modes (rendezvous and orbit navigation were not 
required for the early spacecraft). 

Provide additional usable memory locations by hard wiring some elementary functions 
presently programmed. Such an approach would have gained 825 instruction locations. 

Provide an auxiliary tape memory external to the computer under the control of the 
astronauts. This unit would contain sufficient storage to handle present requirements, as 
well as any contemplated future requirements. 

A combination of the first and third alternatives was eventually adopted. On Spacecraft 2 through 
7, the orbit navigation mode was not included. On Spacecraft 8 through 12, an auxiliary tape 
memory was added to the spacecraft. 

The development of the tape memory, begun in mid-1964, was a costly and time-consuming 
process which could have been avoided if the original design had provided for easy memory 
expansion. However, when completed, it provided an additional capacity for storage of 85,000 
13-bit words and permitted a high degree of computer flexibility, as evidenced by the inclusion 
of nine operational computer modes in the last four spacecraft. In addition to alleviating the 
memory capacity problem, the auxiliary tape memory provided a memory reload capability for 
use in the event of an inflight memory alteration, such as occurred during the flight of Space- 
craft 4. 

A simi!ar experience was encountered diiring the design of the Apollo guidance computer. Table 3 
presents a chronological summary of the AGC memory growth from 1961 to 1965. Throughout 
much of this history, at least prior to 1964, the memory growth was due more to demonstration 
of the feasibility of a larger memory than to well-defined system requirements. 
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TABLE 3.-History of Apollo Guidance Computer Memory Growth 

Date Variable Program Remarks 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

512 

1K 

1 K  

2K 

2K 

4K 

12K 

24K 

36K 

36K 

Paper design based on inertial navigation requirements. 

Original mechanical design. 

Block I design. Guidance system programming started. 

Block I1 design. Redefinition of functional requirements; 
change to digital autopilot, improved crew displays and 
controls, and others. Greater speed also required. 

Only executive and similar tasks programmed. 

Mission programming started. 

The Block I Apollo G&N system was conceived about 1962 to furnish position, velocity, and 
attitude control of the command module using inertial and optical sensor inputs. Outputs were 
transmitted to an analog S&C system responsible for ‘the direct excitation of control actuators. To 
meet these requirements, plus a variety of less challenging ones such as telemetry, the Block I 
AGC design provided a 1K coincident-current core variable memory, a 12K core-rope fixed pro- 
gram memory, eleven instructions, and a 12-psec memory cycle. 

The Block I computer was used in support of three suborbital unmanned missions and was pro- 
grammed, but not used, for a manned orbital mission. As these programs were being prepared, it 
was concluded that more memory and speed resources would be required for the lunar missions. 

In 1964, the Apollo G&N system was revised to conform with the lunar module and revised com- 
mand module designs. Design decisions made at that time are of some interest because of the 
knowledge gained during the Block I design and checkout. The Block I1 computer requirements 
were larger than those of Block I for several reasons. One reason was the decision to incorporate 
the autopilot function, which was formerly in the analog stabilization and control system, into 
the AGC. Another was the evolution of the computer’s display into a major mission sequencing 
device, In addition, several new interfaces were defined whereby the computer could deliver 
data to spacecraft displays and receive data from spacecraft manual controls. 

A 50% increase in the fixed memory capacity and a doubling of the variable memory capacity 
were made without any major impact on the associated circuit techniques. At this stage it was 
felt that all functions could be performed within these new memory capacities. Not surprisingly, 
the increased memory resources were committed before the programming was complete, and a 
large effort was expended to maximize the utilization of the available memory. 

A final example of memory capacity growth is the Abort Electronics Assembly computer which 
provides backup guidance for the Apollo lunar module (ref. 16). In the original design, based on 
request for proposal (RFP) requirements, 500 18-bit words of memory were determined to be 
adequate for the required computations. At that time, there were no requirements for variable 
mission changes since the Abort Guidance System was essentially an attitude reference system. 
However, due to major increases in system functional requirements, the memory grew to 2,000 
words, including 500 words of erasable storage. Additional studies soon revealed that the original 
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guidance scheme was not adequate, and that explicit guidance was required to provide rendez- 
vous via parking orbit or direct ascent. To implement the revised guidance system functions, it 
became necessary to provide an I/O unit for use by the crew in communicating with the com- 
puter, and to increase the size of the memory to a total of 4,096 words, with 2,048 words of hard- 
wired “read-only” memory and 2,048 words of read-write data memory. A significant by-product 
of these memory and 1/0 changes was the required redesign of the AEA power supply. 

2.2.3 Logic Design 

(1.) Word Length 
Word lengths of aerospace computers have varied from 9 to 52 bits with most being around 24 
bits. The major considerations have to do with precision of calculations (with due attention to 
roundoff and truncation errors), addressing formats, input/output precision, economy of size, and 
programming convenience. The sue, speed, and power consumption of the memory all increase 
with longer memory words. Shorter word lengths impose limitations on the operand addressing and 
precision of data representation. 

Although approximately 80 to 90% of spacecraft data-processing computations can be performed 
with word lengths no longer than 15 to 16 bits, critical navigation quantities (such as the earth‘s 
radius) generally require 24 to 32 bit precision (ref. 46). When a shorter word length is used, for 
example the 15-bit word in the Apollo guidance computer, greater precision is obtained when 
required by multiple precision operations. In many applications, sufficient accuracy can be 
achieved by computing various terms in single precision and accumulating them in double 
precision. 

The precision of data from analog-to-digital converters (generally from 6 to 12 bits) is often impor- 
tant when the word length is being specified. The minimum word length is usually selected to 
permit handling of 1/0 data in single precision. However, this consideration is usually academic 
since the lower bound is effectively placed by the format needed for instruction addressing 
(ref. 14). If the instruction format is too short, operand-addressing limitations are imposed, and 
increased use of indexed addressing accompanied by a performance loss usually results. For 
example, in the redesign of the Block I AGC, the original 15-bit word was not lengthened. The 
expanded operation code set and memory capacity were accommodated by such devices as bank 
registers, an extension operation, and the shared use of some bits for either operations or 
addresses. The motivation was to achieve commonality of ground equipment for the Block I and 
Block I1 versions, but this advantage was probably outweighed by the added programming diffi- 
culties which would have been alleviated if the word length had been increased by three or 
four bits. 

Another addressing feature which affects the choice of word length is the use of single or multiple 
address instructions. In typical problems, a double address format is likely to save up to 30% 
in program space and 10% in execution time over a comparable single address format (ref. 47). A 
double address machine, however, is more costly to implement in terms of hardware than a single 
address machine. Triple address and list processing structures provide only marginal improve- 
ment in program size and execution speed over double address at considerable hardware cost. 
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The ability to address shorter words or parts of words may be desirable, even though the memory 
uses longer words in its access or selection scheme. Thus, the memory may read out two or more 
data or instruction words during a cycle, after which a selection circuit chooses from these words. 
For example, the Gemini computer utilized a 39-bit memory word consisting of three 13-bit 
syllables, each of which could contain an instruction or data. This approach can both increase 
the program operating speed and simplify the memory construction. 

Several spaceborne computers have used multiple word lengths for instruction and data. The 
memory devices of these machines must use a word size which is some multiple or fraction of 
the program and/or data words. For example, the UNIVAC 1824 guidance computers used for 
Sabre 2 and the Titan 3 launch vehicle have a 16-bit instruction word and a 24-bit data word. 
The main NDRO memory word is 48 bits in length. Hence a memory word may contain either 
three 16-bit instructions, two 24-bit data words, or one operand and one instruction. Each DRO 
memory word is 24 bits in length and may represent either one operand or one instruction (refs. 
48 and 49). 

The goals of minimizing power, weight, volume, and cost are leading manufacturers to shorter 
word length machines in order to reduce hardware. This may be accomplished successfully by 
increasing the speed of operation sufficiently to accommodate double precision arithmetic (where 
needed) and by developing a computer architecture which can be programmed efficiently with 
short instructions (e.g., a small address field). The word length trend seems to be either toward 
16 bits, following the commercial minicomputers, or toward 32 bits with 1/2 and 1/4 word 
addressing. 

(2) Instruction Repertoire 

Early spaceborne computers had very limited instruction repertoires, with several computers 
having sixteen or fewer instructions. More recent computers have much larger instruction reper- 
toires, ranging to over 100 instructions for some developmental machines, with most having around 
60. Early computers all provided conventional arithmetic operations for binary fractional num- 
bers. Addition, subtraction, and multiplication were offered on nearly all machines although divi- 
sion was sometimes programrncd. Thc original Centaur computcr was an exccption sincc both 
multiplication and division were performed as series of additions or subtractions. 

All machines to date have included basic instructions such as load, store, logic and arithmetic, 
1/0 instructions, conditional and unconditional branch instructions, and shift instructions for 
scaling. Current spaceborne computers go well beyond this, generally to obtain more speed at 
a cost in hardware. In many machines, the instruction repertoire features certain instructions that 
are “tailored” to perform functions or sequences of operations that frequently occur in specific 
spaceborne applications. For example, a multiplication is often followed by the addition of the 
product to a prior accumulation. This sequence occurs in vector multiplication, matrix manipula- 
tions, and in numerous algebraic equations. A “multiply and accumulate” instruction to perform 
this sequence of operations will provide a saving in program space as well as execution time. 
Another example is to combine with instructions a commonly occurring function, such as decision 
making based on the result of the instruction. Since the tailored instructions invariably have 
control sequences that are almost identical to sequences that must be gcneratcd to achieve the 
standard instruction complement, they require only little additional hardware (ref. 47). For ex- 
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ample, the Apcllo Block I computer rcpertgirc colisisted of only eleven regular machine instruc- 
tions, which burdened both speed and storage. The Block I1 redesign had 34 instructions, which 
were implemented with only a modest hardware increase. 

For extended precision data handIing, certain instructions utilizing overflow bits are convenient. 
Because multiple wolds are used primarily to accumulate small increments or to sum products 
during po!ynomial evaluations, nearly all multiple precision computation can be performed directly 
by load, store, add, and subtract double-precision instructions. Long data-format shift instructions 
reduce the number of double-precision products that may be requircd (ref. 46). 

Hardware floating point operations have not yet been utilized in spaceborne applications although 
progranirned floating point routines have been made more convenient by inclusion of instructions 
such as “shift left to most significant bit.” There is, however, a strong tendency to provide devel- 
opmental computers with at least an option for floating point instructions to simplify flight soft- 
ware development. 

The introduction of scratchpad memories in the newer computers leads to two-address instruction 
words where one address, or h t h ,  refer to the scratchpad memory. The use of small scratchpad 
memories generally rcsiilts in B shorter instruction word and thus economy of storage along with 
2 h i g h  rate of instruction execution. Computers which make extensive use of scratchpad mem- 
ories can effectively and efficiently use a combined half and fuli word instruction repertoire. If 
the repertoire is well chosen, such systenis can reduce the amount of storage required for the 
instruction portion of programs to almost half (ref. 50). This savings is significant since memory 
is the most costly hardware itern in the system, and the memory reduction can be an important 
weight saving consideration. 

The need for separatc index registers can be eliminated by the use of scratchpad memory registers 
as cither index registers or base registers in instruction word formats. Addressing can use base 
registers with such options as direct indexed, indirect indexed, relative branches, and relative 
operands. The latter two types of instruction addressing are found in inojt smaller machines, 
while the first two arc common only to the larger machines. 

Although a short ( e.g. 16-bit j word provides stringent constraint5 in the design of an instruction 
format, careful study reveals a number of attractive possibilities which lead to a po\.rwrful machine 
organization. Page addressing, which becomes necessary because of !lie small address field avail- 
able, iy much less burdensome if it is done in such a way that the page mwes along with the 
program counter; thereby identifying memory locations relative to the program step being 
processed. The nse of iniiltiple accumulators which can serve as address pointers as well as data 
registers provides a freedom of memory accessing that is impossible with instruction word 
memory address fields alone. Such an addressing scheme, combined with appropriate instruction 
mechanization, can achieve pushdown stack operation with the pointer registers. The concept 
also frees bits in the instruction word, allowing multiple register addressing for interregister 
operation. Interregister instructions decrease memory size as well as access time. 

A revived development in the spaceborne computer fieid is the 
Although microprogrammed computers have not been flown 
ibility not customarily available in conventional computers 

use of microprogi-aiiiiiiiiig (ref. 51 1. 
yet, the technique provides a. flex- 
by allowing modiiication of such 
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processor parameters as the instruction set and operand length. Microprogramming provides a 
means of including macro instructions which are application-oriented operations of considerable 
complexity, such as root and trigonometric functions, vectodmatrix operations, and coordinate 
conversions. Furthermore, microprogramming allows instruction-set modification much later in 
the design cycle than conventional machines, to permit optimization of the computer for an 
evolving set of requirements. 

(3) Speed 
The speed of a computer can be thought of as the time required to perform an assigned task 
(ref. 52).  However, since the tasks vary widely, specific numbers such as instruction times and 
memory access or cycle times are normally used to indicate the speed of the computer. Speed is 
important in spaceborne computers, and logical complexities are employed in order to gain speed 
in virtually every design; but size and reliability restrictions are of sufficient importance to limit 
the number and extent of such complexities. 

The speed of memory operation is generally specified in terms of the access time and/or the 
cycle time. Faster memories need additional power for selection circuitry and have lowered 
signal-to-noise ratios for read signals, while slower memories generally have simpler and less 
critical circuits, less power dissipation, and hence potentially more reliability. For DRO core or 
film memories, the cycle time is generally 2 to 3 times the access time, whereas for NDRO or 
fixed memories, the cycle time is only about 1-1/2 to 2 times the access time. As shown in figure 5, 
storage cycle times for aerospace computers have ranged from 0.6 to 27 psec, with most times 
lying from 2 to 6 psec (ref. 1). The advent of smaller cores and plated wire memories is yielding 
cycle times of a microsecond or less for more recent computers. In addition to plated wire, MOS 
and bipolar LSI show promise, particularly for small memories. Since the latter are NDRO 
memories, the write time, which can be from tens to hundreds of nanoseconds, is often quoted 
as well as the read or access time. 

Early spaceborne computers (not including those with drum memories) performed such basic 
operations as addition and subtraction in tens of microseconds and multiplication and division 
in hundreds of microseconds. Present day computers have addition times on the order of 2 to 
6 psec and multiplication and division times in the tens of microseconds. Figure 5 also compares 
the add and multiply times of a number of aerospace computers introduced or under development 
through mid 1970 (ref. 1). Some computers of recent design have addition and subtraction times 
of 2 psec or less, multiplication times of less than 10 psec, and division times of less than 20 psec. 
When comparing execution speeds for various computers, one must consider whether the arith- 
metic operation times given are for single-address or double-address instructions, whether or not 
memory banks are alternated. and whether the numbers given are average times as opposed to 
minimum times. 

TO assist in the comparison of speeds of various computers, several organizations (e.g., NASA 
and the Aerospace Corporation ) have devised sample programs or tasks for which operation 
times may be calculated on either real or hypothetical machines. Generally, these sample programs 
consist of a given series of operations such as matrix inversion, or a typical guidance or navigation 
problem. The real or hypothetical computer is then programmed to perform this task, and the 
computer’s speed is determined by 1) operation of the machine itself, 2 )  simulation on another 
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computer in which the times for each of the simulated instructions are accumulated as they are 
executed, or 3) manual calculation. Sample problems to date have been most pertinent and useful 
for specifying and evaluating computers when many arithmetic operations with numbers of 
widely varied precision are required. They have not been as appropriate when large amounts 
of data handling are required. 

Speed problems with spaceborne computers have been minor and generally resultcd from 
attempts to minimize ground-based precomputation. However, even minor speed problems are 
costly arid can be expected ;is long as storage is critical. In thc Apollo guidance coinpier, a 
speed increase was implemented by the addition of instructions, including a double-precision 
addition operation and a variety of single- and double-precision data-handling operations. How- 
ever, the increase was limited by the memory addressing scheme devised to overcome word 
length restrictions. 

Thc most dramatic example of speed problems in a spaccborne computer was the overload that 
nearly created an abort during the final mGments of the Apollo 11 spacecraft’s descent to lunar 
landing (ref. 53). At least four program alarms were triggered by a work overload, which was 
produced by the last-minutc decision to operate the rendezvous radar in the auto-tracking mode 
during descent. Because of the necessity of responding to interrogations of the radar, the conipnter 
rejected some jobs of lower priority, and simultaneously flashed a warning light to the crew 
that its speed was being taxed beyond capacity. 

(4) Data Flow 
\Vhereas most earlier machines transmitted and processed data serially, practically all recent 
spaceborne computers have used paral!el data flow to achieve higher speed. Two exceptions to 
this trend are the Saturn 5 LVDC and the Ok0-13 onboard processcr, which iilustrzite the ability 
of serial machines to successfiilly handle complex tasks and, potentially, provide hardware savings 
and reduced complexity. A compromise serial-parallel configuration, which will be used on the 
Apollo telescope mount ( AThI ) computer. requires less hardware than is needed €or parallel 
processing while it provides higher speed than a serial processoi. In this approach, the data 
words are divided mto serial “bytes,” each of which is processed in parallel. Paraliel processing 
probably will continue to dominate future designs although serial machines may d be used 
in special applications which do not demand high speed9 but do require extreme simplicity 
for greater reliability (ref. 52). 

( 5 )  Number Representation 

All spaceborne computers operate with the binary system; i.e., numbers are expressed to base 
two. However, for compactness and the convenience of programmers, the binary words are 
frequently represented in octal (base eight) or hexadecimal (base sixteen) by grouping the 
binary bits into bytes of three or fcur, respecti3;ely. 

Fixed-point representation has been used alrnost exclusively to date. The number range provided 
has been adequate, with suitable scaling, for most aerospace applications, so that the additional 
hardware required for Goating-point representation hzs not been considered jnstified. In those 
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cases where the range of certain variables has made it necessary to store numbers in floating-point 
form, subroutines have been used to perform arithmetic calculations. 

The scaling of fixed-point variables imposes an extra burden on programmers, and also compli- 
cates program validation. However, the scaling process has been facilitated by the fact that the 
values through which variables may range are generally constrained by the details of the mission 
and can be predicted quite accurately. Scaling is also simplified by means of simulations on 
ground-based compiiters with floating-point representation; the simulation results are easily 
examined to determine the excursions of all variables under anticipated conditions, Contingency 
code is still required for critical programs to provide for inadequate scaling and the subsequent 
occurrence of an overflow. For high precision G&N calculations, which comprise about 30% 

35% more code, and at least a twofold increase in the programming and verification workload 
(ref. 12). The complcx scaling used in the AGC is difficult to understand, requires excessive time 
and training to implement, and produces coding that is difficult to modify and/or verify. For 
example, the scaling strategy was responsible for a rendezvous convergence problem encountered 
during Apollo verification. 

I 

I of all AGC programs, the lack of floating-point capability requires the generation of approximately 

The introduction of medium and large scale integration techniques has made it possible at low 
cosc for newer aerospace computers to offer floating-point number representation and floating- 
point operations wired in as instructions (e.g., IBM System/4 Pi-EP, UNIVAC 1832, and CDC 
ALPHA). The additional equipment and instructions necessary for floating-point representation 
can be justified on the grounds of 1) ease of programming and 2)  faster operating speed when 
many operations are performed on iiuiiibers which range tlirough wide intervals and when 
precision is required. This can only be determined by the details or requirements for a particular 
mission, ’out, in the future, floating-point representation will undoubtedly become more common 
as the hardware becomes smaller, lighter, cheaper, and more reliable. 

Three possible ways for representing positive and negative fixed-point binary numbers arc 
available to the logic designer: sign and magnitude, one’s complement, and two’s complement 
(ref. 14). Sign and magnitude representation, which is convenient when direct human interro- 
gation of meniory is desired, has not seen application in spaceborne computers. Two’s-complement 
representation has been used in practically every spaceborne computer, with the notable 
exception of the Apollo guidance computer. This representaticn provides a unique representation 
for zero, does not require recomplementation, and simplifies multiple precision arithmetic. 

I 

For fixed-point arithmetic, the binary point can be positioned either between the sign and the 
high order magnitude bit (fractional representation) or to the right of the low order magnitudc 
bit (whole number or integer representation). The former approach has been used in all space- 
borne computers to date. 

Occasionally, communications may require alphanumeric characters, and provision for 6- and 
7-bit codes and their handling may be necessary. Binary-coded-decimal ( BCD ) number repre- 
sentation systems have not been popular for spaceborne applications due to the poor economy in 
number representation, and it is not foreseen that much use of the BCD technique will be made, 
except perhaps iri conjunction with alphabetic or alphanumeric codes in future manned flights. 
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2.2.4 Input/Output Features 

Input/output ( 1/0 ) features of spaceborne computers are extremely important since these 
machines act as real-time control elements. Due partly to the nondigital nature of such electro- 
mechanical machines as inertial measurement units and rocket steering servos, and partly to the 
strong desire to minimize interface circuits and cables, spaceborne computers spend a substantial 
amount of their time (or equipment) budgets on maintaining communication with these units. 
Furthermore, the central processor is usually time shared among several real-time jobs, and delays 
in responding to 1/0 requests often must be limited to fractions of a second. 

( 1 )  C h a n n e l s  a n d  interrupts 
Several basic techniques exist for introducing input data into the computer and delivering output 
data from it. Program interrupts are useful for handling input data which might be lost if 
immediate servicing is not performed, or for requesting an immediate response from the computer. 
The interrupts are generally forcing, so that the program services the request upon demand. A 
priority schedule is required when simultaneous interrupts are possible on two or more channels. 
Interrupts from input data are most commonly used to interface asynchronous peripheral equip- 
ment and to notify the computer of the occurrence of external events such as operator console 
actions, ground-initiated communication signals, and certain sensor outputs, such as from alarm 
devices. Interrupts of various types share one important drawback; they cause discontinuities in 
instruction and data flow at times determined by external events. It, therefore, becomes 
necessary to make programs immune to such discontinuities and, equally important and perhaps 
more difficult, to verify this immunity for any possible event timing. 

For most data, however, forced interrupts are undesirable although their use sometimes results 
in simplification of programming. Information which does not require immediate servicing, such 
as guidance and navigation data, is commonly accepted from and delivered to fixed buffer 
registers. An 1/0 buffer for storage of data which can be serviced during normal program opera- 
tion is often very useful, particularly during mission phases wherein the computation load is 
high and servicing of the forced interrupts is of primary concern. The buffered nonobligatory 
interrupt feature sometimes increases efficiency in program operation since nonforcing data can 
be processed when convenient and at a rate suitable to the task being performed. 

Another feature which can save program time consists of “cycle-stealing,’’ wherein data is loaded 
directly into a specified part of the memory, without any program interruption. This characteristic 
facilitates program organization and efficiency and is of particular value in large systems. 

Depending upon their urgency and the computer facility, discrete signals-including data from 
consoles, communication links, overload relays, and other on-off sensor devices-can be accom- 
modated by forced interrupts, loaded into buffers or introduced directly into the memory by 
cycle stealing. In the past, discrete signals have generally been handled with program subroutines 
which store and read individual bits within words. However, bit manipulation instructions have 
been incorporated in some developmental computers to facilitate discrete signal handling. 
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(2) Interfaces 
The interface provides the means for transfer of data between the computer and all peripheral 
devices, including whatever signal conversion is required. Typical functions are analog-to- digital 
( A/D ) and digital-to-analog ( D/A) conversion, 1/0 buffering, multiplexing, and signal level 
shifting. In some cases, input data are not in the conventional fractional binary system, and must 
be converted before they can be used. For example, incremental inputs must be scaled before 
operations can be performed. When additional conversion is required, it may be performed either 
by program subroutines or by external circuitry-the choice depending upon the frequency and 
complexity of the operation and the amount of hardware required. 

The interface between a spaceborne computer and its associated 1/0 subsystems is a critical item 
which has a substantial effect on the overall design. Frequently, the interface conversion units, 
multiplexers, and data buffers occupy as much volume and consume as much power as the 
remainder of the digital computer system (ref. 54). To date, interfaces tend to be of a custom 
design and are generally quite complicated. The launch vehicle data adapter (LVDA), which 
serves as the interface for the Saturn 5-LVDC, transforms input and output signals, controls 
data flow, performs some simple computational and logical operations on data, and provides 
temporary storage of data (ref. 25). Packaged separately from the LVDC, the LVDA is almost 
twice as large, weighs nearly three times as much, and consumes more than twice as much power. 

Because of the varied types of 1/0 devices which are used with spaceborne computers, interfaces 
have presented a recurring problem in design and systems integration. Experience in past designs 
has underlined the importance of ( 1) coordination between the manufacturers of sensor devices, 
communication links, consoles, A/D converters and the computer itself, and ( 2 )  early and clear 
specification of the interfaces between the computer and its auxiliary devices. An awareness of 
this problem of compatibility of the interfaces between subsystems, and concern for its resolution, 
may eventually lead to the establishment of standardized 1/0 requirements for spaceborne 
computers (ref. 53). Development of the common data bus concept is expected to hasten the 
introduction of a truly standardized interface. 

2.3 

2.3.1 

P hysica I Characteristics 

General 

Spaceborne computers are usually designed to satisfy rather severe physical constraints. These are 
discussed below. 

(1) Weight 
Weight is related to size by the densities of materials used and the spatial efficiency of the struc- 
ture. In the past, good packaging practice has led to densities in the neighborhood of the density 
of water (one gram per cubic centimeter). Early aerospace computers with 8K memories had 
masses on the order of 40 kg (88 lb), while equivalent present day machines have masses on the 
order of 20 kg (44 lb) or less. 
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(2) Size 
Memory size, memory speed and processor operating speed are important factors in size since 
faster circuits, high-speed memories, and parallel operations all tend to lead to increased size and 
power dissipation. Low speed requirements may permit more efficient, serial or series-parallel 
processing and machine organization. Extremely small processors of the order of a few hundred 
cubic centimeters in volume, limited in throughput capability, can be made using large scale 
integrated-circuit packaging techniques. 

Size reductions foreseen by- the progress of the art of microminiaturization have been limited by 
problems in the areas of heat transfer, interconnections (including the availability of test points), 
ability to replace subsections, and power conversion. Consequently, the greatest overall economy 
is not necessarily achieved by designing to the minimum possible volume but rather requires 
tradeoffs in volume vs operating features. 

(3) Power Consumption 
Except for certain special low power logic systems, the advent of integrated circuitry, MSI and 
LSI, has not produced dramatic reductions in total power consumption. However, the power 
efficiency has been substantially improved since more coniputation can be performed for a given 
amount of power. Low power consumption may enhance reliability since, for instance, some 
semiconductor failure mechanisms are strongly temperature dependent. Since the memory often 
consumes the bulk of the power, it is a major factor in power requirements. 

Another important consideration is speed since faster circuits iiearly always require larger cur- 
rents, and, in particular, faster core or film memories normally require larger drive currents. There- 
fore, a faster computer with otherwise the same operating characteristics generally requires more 
power. Occasionally, the power distribution to spaceborne computers is controlled during dif- 
ferent phases of the flight. For example, the Apollo lunar module computers are powered down 
during most of the flight to the moon. For these applications, fixed memories or nonvolatile NDRO 
memories are usually desirable since they retain their contents when the power is turned off. The 
computer may not be switched off entirely in some cases but “idled at low standby power; 
periodically, it will awaken itself to perform tasks such as midcourse-guidance calculations. A 
few special circuits have been developed which consume very little or no power in the standby 
condition. The newer circuit technologies such as low power bipolar logic and metal-oxide- 
semiconductor-field-effect-transistors (M0SFETs)-particularly complementary MOSFETs-con- 
sume less power than the bipolar circuitry which is most commonly used in spaceborne computers 
today. 

In the interest of reliability, power supplies are often duplicated, as in the Saturn IAVDC, and 
provision is made for switching in spare power supplies when those in use fail during z mission. 
Also, protective circuitry is often included to protect against power surges caused by certain types 
of power supply failures. Computers with 3 restart capability incorporate ,an alarm to warn of 
power supply failure and a temporary power source to allow retention of system status. However, 
the advantages of these protective features are gained at the expense of increased weight and 
volume as well as the added complexity. 
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2.3.2 Hardware 

(1) Memory Devices 
Most early spaceborne computers (e.g., Centaur, Titan 2 and 3, Minuteman 1 and 2, Saturn 1) 
used electromechanical drums or discs as memory devices. However, these are disappearing from 
space application for several reasons (ref. 14): a substantial increase in packaging density of core 
and film memories, the serial access nature of discs and drums, and the limited time that discs 
and drums can operate without maintenance. Consequently, in recent years, the ferrite coincident- 
current core memory has been the cornerstone of computer technology, providing fast random 
access at a few cents per bit in the megabit range. DRO cores used for program memory suffer 
the disadvantage of requiring a write cycle following each read to restore the information. More 
sophisticated geometries, such as the multiaperture devices (as used on the Gemini computer) or 
BIAX, can be used to obtain NDRO operation but at a cost in weight and volume (refs. 55 and 
56). More often, NDRO memories are implemented with thin-film techniques, wired arrays, or 
semiconductors. 

Thin-film memories have received a large research investment and significant advances have been 
made in their speed and bit density. However, they have not gained wide popularity, since their 
cost is relatively high and their capacity is more limited than core (ref. 14). The “Bicore” thin 
magnetic film element has been successfully used in the Titan 3-C computer and a similar device, 
“Quadralloy,” is being used in the Phoenix missile guidance computer (ref. 55). These devices 
can be electrically altered, but the write time for NDRO operation is typically 1,000 times the 
read .time. Therefore, NDEO information is usually electrically entered by external equipment 
and no provision is made for real-time write operations. However, DRO thin-film memories can 
be altered in the same time as read time. For example, the DRO-mated film memory used in the 
UNTVAC 1832 computer has a 750 nanosec read-write time (ref. 57). 

If nonvolatility is a requirement, plated wire (refs. 55, 56, 58 to 62) is generally considered a 
good candidate for the next generation mainframe and mass memories. Plated wire memories 
can be constructed for either DRO or NDRO operation. Speed, low power, moderate density, and 
automated production give this device the potential advantage of use in all memory applications 
of future spaceborne computers. NDRO plated wire is being used for the memory of the Honey- 
well HDC-701 computer for Minuteman 3. 

TWO types of wired arrays have been used in which the information is physically contained in 
the memory. Missing core memories are constructed by removing or shorting specific cores. In 
core-rope memories, such as the Apollo guidance computer uses (ref. 14), magnetic cores are either 
threaded or bypassed by word lines in a manner that permits storing one or more entire words 
in one core. The resulting bit density is extremely high: approximately 100 bits per cubic centi- 
meter (about 1500 bits per cubic inch) including all electronics, interconnections, and packaging 
hardware. 

Recent deveiopments in i S i  have made the sexniiandiictoi- iiiemov e x t r e d y  attradivz a d  
practical, particularly for scratchpad or high-speed control applications (refs. 55 and 56). These 
memories are generally constructed of MOS or bipolar devices and provide NDRO operation, but 
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they are volatile. However, several manufacturers are presently developing nonvolztile semicon- 
ductor memories. Two potential techniques are magnetic cylindrical domain “bubble” dcviccs 
(ref. 63) and the somewhat controversial Ovonics devices based on amorphous matcrial technology 
(ref. 64). There is currently a definite trend toward the use of semiconductor memorics, and they 
may become the major memory technology by the next decade (refs. 52, 55, and 62). 

Plated wire and semiconductor memories are expected to be the most suitable technologies for 
mass data storage within the next decade (ref. 62). Serial memories using ferroacoustic (ref. 65) 
and magnetic domain device (ref. 66) technologies may also provide nonmechanical alternatives 
to drums and tape by the mid 1970s. 

(2) Logic Devices 
Since about 1963, bipolar silicon integrated circuits, or microcircuits, have been adopted nearly 
universally by spaceborne computer designers for at least the logic portion of the machines 
(refs. 14 and 52). Prior to the advent of microcircuits, magnetic cores and all-transistor circuitry 
were both strong contenders as logic elements. Core circuits were no smaller, but they were 
capablc of operating on substantially lower power. Although special applications may favor the 
magnetic core, the small sizc, high speed, and reliability of microcircuits male  thein preferable 
to cores in nearly all instances. \/loreover, the gradual reductions in power consurnption of new 
microcircuit logic devices has enabled them to consume less power at full speed than cores. How- 
ever, corcs still havc the advantage of reduced power consumption at low speed operation 
(ref. 14), an advantage which complementary MOS circuits share. 

Within the last few years, spaceborne computer designers have begun to utilize LSI techniques 
to reduce volume and weight (e.g., ref. 67). Moreover, MOS technology is now being used to 
design central processing units (e.g., the Autonetics D-200), and it is likely that power, volume, 
and weight will continue io decrease as MOS is used more widely (ref. 52). However, its sus- 
ceptibility to radiation effects may limit MOS use in some critical and long-duration missions. 

2.3.3 Pac kag i ng 
The packaging design of a spaceborne computer is usually the result of a. careful tradeoff among 
the requirements for cooling, reliability, volume, weight, mechanical integrity, cost, ease of main- 
tenance, accessibility of test points, and interconnection schemes. The latter factor is extremely 
important since the number and type cf interconnections have a strong effect on reliability and 
since the interconnection provisions take up a major part of the volume in the computer. For 
example, approximately 75% of the volume of the Apollo guidance computer is required for 
interconnection wiring (ref. 14). 

Spaceborne computers have often been physically divided into modules corresponding to the 
organizational subsystcms of the computer (Le., logic, memory, power supplies, and input/output), 
for at least two reasons: 

( I )  Different packaging techniques can be used for each section. 
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(2) An individual subsystem (e.g., memory) can easily be replaced or revised without rede- 
signing the whole package. 

The number of packages for each subsystem is the result of a tradeoff since smaller modules reduce 
the cost of each throw-away unit and may allow for some module standardization but increase 
the interconnection problem. 

In most early computers, the logic section was usually constructed of cordwood modules of dis- 
crete components mounted on single-layer, plug-in printed circuit boards. These techniques are now 
obsolete, having been replaced by the use of some form of integrated circuit. Typically, a number 
of these microcircuit flatpacks are mounted in a module, in one or more layers, and interconnected 
by a multilayer printed circuit board. These modules in turn plug into or are mounted on a header 
or main frame which is the basic structural element of the computer. The wiring in the main 
frame may be wire wrap, multilayer printed circuit, or wire and solder (ref. 68). In some small 
developmental computers using LSI circuitry, the entire logic subsystem may consist of only a 
few flatpacks, which are attached directly to the main header, thus omitting the intermediate 
module. 

Few general statements can be made about packaging the memory subsection of the computer 
since there is such a variety of competing memory techniques-magnetic core, plated wire, semi- 
conductors, drums, tapes, and many others in the development stage. Each of these techniques 
has its own special problems and characteristics which must be considered at the time of packag- 
ing and in the light of mission requirements. 

Discrete components still require packaging in the power supply subsection primarily because of 
the high power levels and large physical sizes involved. Discrete component circuits are also used 
in the I/O section because some functions are not conveniently adapted to microcircuits. There 

computer in order to standardize the 1/0 interface and encourage off-the-shelf use. If this is 
done, the packaging €or the part of the I/O section within the computer is governed by the same 
considerations as for the logic section. 

I is a tendency in some recent designs, however, to remove these special I/O functions from the 

The spaceborne computer is typically housed in a substantial case made of lightweight metal 
such as aluminum or magnesium, which is both mechanically and electromagnetical!y sealed. 
Many early designs and some recent computers that are intended for use on the smaller unmanned 
spacecraft have odd shapes to fit in the limited space available in the vehicle. Other computers, 
designed for larger vehicles, have generally rectangular shapes, which are usually more convenient 
to package and easier to seal properly. 

2.4 Environmental Design Factors 

A major factor in the design of a spaceborne computer is the precautions that must be taken to 
insure correct operation in &e enviroiiiiiellt to v&& the computer wi!! be s~bjected, both in 
space and during testing and checkout on the ground. This section discusses several aspects of 
this environment. 
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2.4.1 Thermal Aspects 

Most spaceborne computers have been cooled by conduction either to a liquid-cooled cold plate 
(e.g., Gemini and Apollo) or to a heat sink which radiates directly to space. The requirement to 
interface with the cold plate or heat sink imposes some mechanical constraints on the design of the 
computer. A few designs have been cooled by liquid flowing through passages within the com- 
puter (e.g., Saturn LVDC), but this method is becoming less common due to the development of 
more efficient thermal interface materials (ref. 25). Only minor thermal problems have been 
experienced with spaceborne computers, and these have been solved by minor modifications. For 
example, the radiational cooling of the Centaur computer was improved by simply changing the 
external finish from gold plating to white polyurethane paint (ref. 45). 

2.4.2 Electromagnetic Interference 

Digital circuitry is particularly susceptible to electromagnetic interference (EMI), of which there 
are many sources in a typical space vehicle. Relays and solenoid-operated devices, such as 
electrically-controlled valves or electrically-fired explosive charges used for stage separation, are 
especially troublesome generators of impulse noise. These voltages can enter a computer either 
on the power lines or through the signal interfaces, and their magnitudes can be quite high. For 
example, noise spikes of 50 to 100 V were observed on the power distribution buses in the Apollo 
spacecraft, and impulses of up to approximately 150 V were produced by the turn-on and turn-off 
of the Gemini rate gyros (ref. 15). EM1 problems have been experienced at one time or another, 
particularly during testing, in nearly every spaceborne computer system. References 15 and 69. 
for example, contain a fairly complete discussion of the EM1 problems encountered with the 
Gemini guidance computer and the EM1 susceptibility testing conducted on it. In general, most 
EM1 problems have been either unique to ground checkout installations or solved by minor modi- 
fications such as shorter ground straps, decoupling capacitors on input lines, or precautionary 
flight procedures. 

2.4.3 Power Bus Voltage Variations 

The power supplies in a spacecraft are not ideal voltage sources, which leads to potential problems 
besides those associated with strictly EM1 effects. The voltage output of a battery varies with the 
temperature and state of charge of the battery. Fuel cells, like those used on the Apollo space- 
craft, are also temperature sensitive in addition to having transient voltage variations due to many 
factors such as the dynamics of the fuel supply system. Spacecraft power systems are also subject 
to occasional externally induced variations, such as low-voltage transients or temporary outages. 
TO minimize the effect of these occurrences on the computations, many spaceborne computers 
have a circuit in the power input section which detects a low voltage condition before the voltage 
drops to a level where the computer will not operate, and which either shuts down the processing 
in a safe and orderly manner or initiates a switchover to a backup power source. For cxamplc, in 
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the Gemini spacecraft, an auxiliary computer power unit (ACPU) furnished backup power for 
the computer to operate during low voltage transients of u p  to 100 msec on the primary supply 
(ref. 15). If the power was interrupted for a longer period, the ACPU shut down the computer in 
a controlled manner to prevent loss of memory contents. 

2.4.4 Other Environmental Factors 

Most of the other environmental factors that affect the spaceborne computer have a similar effect 
on other types of medium to low power equipment in the spacecraft. Among those factors whose 
effects have been found to be important during the early stages of design are shock, vibration and 
acoustic noise, humidity, vacuum, radiation, magnetic fields, and sterilization. As an example, the 
Centaur computer was repackaged to seal and pressurize the 1/0 unit and general purpose section 
and thus eliminate a corrosion problem caused by operating in a humid environment (ref. 45). The 
acoustic vibration environment experienced by th e Atlas computer produced intermittent diode fail- 
ures on several flights (ref. 70). The recommended solution was to modify the computer isolation 
mounting to further attenuate circuit-board vibration, but this was not implemented due to im- 
pending deactivation of the Atlas fleet. The use of magnetic material may be restricted if a sensi- 
tive magnetometer experiment is included in the spacecraft payload. 

2.5 Reliability and Fault Tolerance 

Tne seliability of a system is defined as the probability of correct operation for a specified period 
of time under given conditions. Fault tolerance is a more recent and a more general concept of 
the system’s ability to continue to operate without errors after a fault has occurred. Until recently, 
reliability has been used almost exclusively in describing the operational lifetime of computers, 
as well as other devices. Conventional techniques which have been used for achieving ultra-high 
reliability in spaceborne digital computer systems include: 

Use of conservative design practices (derating, simplicity, wide tolerances) 

Parts standardization 

One hundred per cent screening of parts and assemblies, including thorough burn-in 

Detailed laboratory analyses and corrective action for all failed parts 

Use of extreme care in manufacture of parts 

Thorough qualification of parts and manufacturing processes 

Thermal cycling and vibration testing of all completed assemblies 

Establishment of an efficient field service feedback system to report on equipment fail- 
ures in the field 

Dcsign of the equipment to minimize stress during assembly and to facilitate replace- 
ment of failed components 
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In the past, the measure of a computer’s reliability has generally been expressed as a mean time 
between failures (MTBF), which is the reciprocal of the estimated failure rate of the computer. 
The reliability analysis typically begins with a study of the components and fabrication processes 
from which the computer is to be built, including tests to determine the failure rate of the jndi- 
vidual components and examinations of failed and unfailed components to determine the causes 
of failures. From these data and estimates of the number of parts to be used in the design, the 
failure rate for the total assembly is based upon certain mathematical assumptions (often unstated) 
of independence of failures, etc. At the present state of the art in construction of equipment, 
representative MTBFs for a medium-sized digital computer constructed with various component 
reliabilities would be as tabulated below. 

Reliability Level of 
Parts and Practices 

Representative 
MTBF (hr) 

Commercial 
Military 
High Reliability 

500 
2000 

10 000 

The mean time to failure of the Apollo guidance computers in the field has been about 13,000 hr, 
and the failure rate of the integrated circuit gates has been less than 0.001% per 1,OOO hr. This 
excellent performance is attributed to the fact that only one gate type was used, and that an 
unrelenting effort was made in screening, failure analysis, and the implementation of production, 
test, and flight-processing specifications. 

2.5.1 Red u nda ncy 

Beyond these conventional reliability requirements, spaceborne computers have been dcsigned 
to continue accurate operation, even after a transient or permanent failure, through the use of 
redundant elements. In this concept, two or more elements, each capable of performing the 
necessary function, are carried in the vehicle. In the event of a failure in one element, the others 
are able to carry on. The penalties in volume, weight, and power prevented extensive use of 
redundancy in early space projects, but the advent of integrated circuitry has made redundancy 
techniques practical. Two categories of redundancy have been utilized (ref. 71): 1) dynamic 
redundancy, in which the occurrence of a fault is detected, and the fault and/or its effect is 
subsequently corrected; and 2) static or masking redundancy, in which the effect of a faulty 
element (component, circuit or system) is immediately masked by permanently connected and 
continually operating replicas of that element. 

The early studies of redundancy techniques concentrated on static redundancy at the component 
level. Thus, gates or flip-flops were triplicated and majority logic was used, diodes were quadded 
as on the OAO (ref. 21), etc. As the reliability of individual components improved, it was found 
that the probability of failure rates for voters vs gates or flip-flops was such that it would be 
preferable to introduce redundancy of large modules, such as whole memories or arithmetic 
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elements, thus reducing the complexity of the voting or checking circuitry relative to that which 
was being checked. At the present time, the reliability of equipment built with high reliability 
integrated circuit components is a function of the number of interconnections (welded joints, 
soldered joints, and especially connector pins), as well as the number of active and passive 
elements. Thus, there is a tendency to keep the number of interconnections to a minimum by 
applying redundancy at a very high level. 

The simplest redundancy technique is to use two identical systems with a provision for switching 
from one to the other when a failure is discovered. This dynamic redundancy approach is used 
in the Apollo telescope mount (ATM) pointing computer now in development. In  the ATM, two 
identical computers, an active and a spare, are connected to the workshop computer interface 
unit (WCIU), which is an executive device that monitors the active computer and switches 
operation to the backup in case of a malfunction (ref. 72). Alternately, two different systems 
can be used, with the backup system having less capability than the primary system but enough 
to allow the mission to be aborted safely. This is the case with the Apollo lunar module’s abort 
guidance system in which the AEA computer provides a backup for the primary Apollo G&N 
system (ref. 16). 

Dynamic redundancy and error-detection logic are also used to improve the reliability of the 
Saturn LVDC memory section (ref. 25). In this self-correcting duplex scheme, shown in figure 6, 
when both memories are operating properly, each memory is controlled by an independent buffer 
register and both are simultaneously read and updated. Initially, only one buffer register output 
is used, but both buffer register outputs are simultaneously parity-checked. When a parity error 
is detected in the memory being used, operation immediately transfers to the other memory. 
Both memories are then regenerated by the buffer register of the “good memory, thus correcting 
transient errors. After the parity-checking and error-detection circuits have verified that the 
erroneous memory has been corrected, each memory is again controlled by its own buffer register. 
Operation is not transferred to the previously erroneous memory until the “good memory 
develops its first error. Consequently, instantaneous switching from one memory output to another 
permits uninterrupted computer operation unless simultaneous failures at the same storage 
location in both memories cause complete system failure. 

b 

Some recently developed computers are designed with one or more spares of each subsystem- 
processors, memories, 1/0 units, etc. The spares are held in an unpowered state and are used to 
replace operating units when a permanent fault is discovered. Examples are the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory’s self-test-and-repair (STAR) breadboard computer (refs. 73 to 75) and the onboard 
processor for OAO-B (refs. 22 and 23). 

A popular static redundancy scheme is triple modular redundancy (TMR) with majority voting. 
This approach is used to improve the reliability of the logic section in the Saturn 5 LVDC. 
Figure 7 shows part of the LVDC logic divided into subsections called modules (M). Three 
identical copies of each module are used, with each channel receiving the same inputs at the 
same time. The outputs of the three channeis are transmitted to majority voting circuits (Vi, 
which check the inputs for agreement. If one input differs, it is disregarded; so a single component 
failure will not cause a system malfunction (refs. 25, 76, 77). The LVDC is divided into seven 
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FROM PROCESSOR TO PROCESSOR FROM P R O C ~ S O R  

Figure 6.-Saturn 5-LVDC duplex memory diagram. 
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Figure 7.-Triple modular redundancy in Saturn 5-LVDC logic section. 
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modules with an average of ten voted outputs. Another circuit, called a disagreement detector 
(DD), monitors system performance by signaling the ground equipment whenever voter inputs 
are not identical. This is particularly important during prelaunch checkout to insure that a failure 
is not present and masked by the voters. If a masked failure did exist, the overall reliability of 
the system would be less than that of a nonredundant (simplex) configuration since a failure 
in either of the remaining good channels would cause the voter to give a faulty indication. The 
LVDC disagreement detector outputs are ORd together so that malfunctions can be isolated to 
one, two, or three replaceable subassemblies. 

TMR is also used to achieve the very high reliability required for the common section of the 
ATM WCIU, mentioned previously. However, instead of hardware disagreement detectors, the 
WCIU has a software capability for independently checking redundant channels. Over a short 
period, TMR can provide a substantial increase in reliability. For example, the TMR logic section 
in the LVDC is approximately twenty times more reliable for a 250-hr mission than an equivalent 
simplex system, with only about 3-1/2 times more components (ref. 25). However, for longer 
duration missions, TMR with majority voting is less reliable than simplex, as shown for a single 
module in figure 8 (ref. 78). 

A substantial reliability increase over simplex operation can be achieved by reorganizing the 
TMR system to switch out one of the two remaining good modules, as well as the failed one, 
in the event of a malfunction (ref. 78). As a result, one or more modules may operate simplex 
while the remainder operate TMR (the “TMR/Simplex” curve in fig. 8). A somewhat greater 
improvement, shown by the “Switchable Spare” curve in figure 8, can be obtained by enabling 
the systeni to switch to the remaining good unit in tlie event of a second failure in a module. 
An kxtension of this concept, discussed in reference 79, consists of an N-tuply modular redundant 
(NMR) module with an associated bank of spare units. When one of the N active units fails, a 
spare unit replaces it and restores the NMR module to the all-perfect state. These approaches 
use a combination of static and dynamic redundancy to provide uninterrupted, long-duration 
reliability. 

The ability to tolerate multiple failures may be implied by a long-duration high-reliability 
requirement, or directly stated by a fail-safe or fail-operational criterion. The latter case cannvt 
strictly be called a reliability requirement, since no probabilities of failure are involved. Instead, 
this approach to fault tolerance requires that no single failure shall jeopardize the mission 
(fail-safe), or shall degrade system performance (fail-operational). These criteria are often stacked 
together, as in the fail-operational/fail-operational/fail-safe requirement for the proposed Space 
Station-Space Base computer system, which specifies normal operation after any two failures 
and safe operation after any three. 

The use of redundancy is not always the answer to reliability improvement problems, however. 
Rcdundancy will improve the probability of success only if the simplex probability is high. The 
cost of a redundant system in terms of weight, volume, and power consumption can be quite 
severe, and a careful analysis might show that a more reliable system can be obtained by allocat- 
ing the same resources to a simplex computer. Moreover, the checkout of a simplex system is 
often easier since there is no need to check each redundant element for failures that may be 
masked by some redundancy techniques. 
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NORMALIZED MISSION TIME (T/MTBF) 

Figure 8.-Comparison of reliability techniques as functions of normalized mission time (ref.  7 8 ) .  
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2.5.2 Restarting 

The probability of successfully completing a mission which requires an onboard computer can 
sometimes be greatly increased by designing the computer in such a way that it is able to detect 
certain types of transient failures, errors, or power interruptions and to pick up the processing 
again after the transient has passed. This is called a restart capability. Sometimes, more than 
one level of restart capability is prescribed. The Apollo G&N computer, for instance, has two 
levels, restart and fresh start, which together are able to pick up and continue the program 
after certain hardware errors (parity error, oscillator fail), software errors (single instruction loop, 
excessive time in interrupt mode), or external occurrences (loss of power). The Gemini computer 
and the UNIVAC 1824 also had similar though less extensive capabilities. 

Not all computers have this provision nor do they require it. The Saturn LVDC, for instance, 
is not designed with a restart capability because no practical restarting sequence could recover 
the mission in the event of a transient problem in the LVDC during the boost phase. Instead, 
the LVDC uses extensive redundancy, as described earlier, and is designed to be especially 
resistant to environmental effects such as EMI. To illustrate the success of this design, the LVDC 
was able tc  place the Apollo 12 mission into a nearly perfect parking orbit after the vehicle 
suffered several lightning strikes during the first several seconds after liftoff. 

2.6 Testing and Checkout 

During its development, construction and operation, a spaceborne computer is subjected to 
extensive testing to insure that it performs its assigned functions properly. Much of this testing 
is involved with generating, verifying and debugging the software, the details of which are 
outside the scope of this monograph. This section briefly describes the testing required for hard- 
ware development of a typical spaceborne computer. To illustrate the level of testing involved, 
table 4 (ref. 15) shows the history of the design, development, and flights of the Gemini guidance 
computer. 

As soon as the basic logical configuration of the computer has been determined, a functional 
simulation of the operation of the proposed design is performed on a general purpose ground- 
based computer (e.g., ref. 80). A measure of the real time required to execute the program is 
maintained, and the static and dynamic characteristics of the proposed interfaces to the computer 
are simulated. The simulation is used to verify that the instruction set is adequate, that the speed 
and word length are satisfactory, that the 1/0 provisions will be sufficient, etc. (ref. 81). Since the 
mission software is generally developed in parallel with the hardware, it is sometimes possible 
to use preliminary versions of the operational programs in the simulation. Otherwise, programs 
which duplicate the anticipated mission as closely as possible are used. 

Hardware development is started as soon as an initial configuration for the computer has been 
established. Each testable item of hardware fabricated in the prototype or engineering model 
state is tested to insure that it is properly desigild, that the iiiechiiizaiiofi of the logic is correct, 
and that it will perform in the anticipated environment. Generally, several iterations are required 
at this stage. As soon as a complete computer is available, it is subjected to thorough design 
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TABLE 4.-History of Gemini Guidance Computer (ref. 15) 

1964 1965 1966 

Activity L 1362 I 1963 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 
qtr qtr qtr qtr qtr qtr 

I 

Design and 
Det-elopment 
Phase: 

Engineering 
iMotlel Phase: 

Fabrication 

f Test 

Production 
Prototype 
Phase: 

Fabrication 
Test 

Qualification 
Phose: 

Procedures 
Preparation 

Test Facility 

Qualification 

Preparation 

Tests 

Flight Phase: 

Fabrication 
Test 

Flights 

I I 

I 1 

qualification tests, including verification of its ability to withstand the anticipated environment 
while operating, including: 

Realistic variations in the characteristics of the interfaces 

Electromagnetic interference 

Vibration, shock, acoustic noise 

Vacuum 

Variations in power input 
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Temperature extremes 

Anticipated radiation levels 

Variations in clock frequency 

Each production model of the computer is thoroughly tested to insure that no fabrication or 
design errors were committed. A typical series of tests includes: 

0 Testing of all computer capabilities with test programs designed to isolate errors 

High-low internal voltage tests to detect weak components 

Temperature cycling and vibration (operating if possible) to locate bad connections 

Burn-in to eliminate early life failures in components 

Special tests to check any marginal areas indicated by the design verification tests 

Prelaunch checkout of a spaceborne computer typically consists of an extensive series of tests to 
verify that the computer and all of its interfaces operate properly. Special precautions are 
required in the checkout of redundant systems to ensure that the redundancy is not masking 
one or more failed components at the time of launch. In the Saturn LVDC discussed previously, 
the problem was solved by use of Disagreement Detectors (see fig. 7). A monitoring phase is 
generally engaged during which the computer runs test routines at regular intervals, interleaved 
into any operational programs that are required during the prelaunch phase. In some systems, 
the monitoring phase of checkout involves the loading of a separate program into the computer. 
In thii event, a detailed verification that the program has been loaded properly is performed 
before the active phase of the testing is finished. 

Inflight testing of the computer, one of the major operational functions, has been discussed 
previously in section 2.1.6. 

3. DESIGN CRITERIA 
The mission requirements, functions to be performed, and precision and reliability requirements 
must be defined early in the design. The spaceborne digital computer shall be capable of 
performing all the functions allocated it during the mission and during prelaunch testing and 
checkout. The design shall achieve the specified precision and reliability of performance within 
allotted space, weight, and power consumption constraints. The computer’s speed of operation 
shall be adequate both for the critical parts of the mission and for handling restructuring or 
recovery when these facilities are provided. 

3.1 Design Tradeoffs 

The design shall operate satisfactorily in the mission environment and shall minimize suscepti- 
bility to factors inherent in the operational environment and the vehicle installation, including 
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various interfaces and design tradeoffs between the computer and the spacecraft, the spacecraft 
environment, and interference sources. Demonstration shall be made, by a suitable combination 
of analytical and experimental studies, that the design is entirely suitable for its intended mission. 
Recommended practices for the factors which can be used to evaluate the design tradeoffs (usually 
on a qualitative basis) are discussed in section 4.1. 

3.2 System Design 

3.2.1 Ph ysica I Features 

Mechanical design of the computer shall take into account at least the following considerations : 
size, weight, acceleration and vibration, mechanical shock, humidity, ambient pressures and tem- 
peratures, corrosive atmospheres, and human factors. Consideration should also be given to 
adequate sealing, access to subunits for repair and access to connectors. Proven techniques of 
interconnection and packaging shall be utilized. Thc electrical properties of interconnections 
shall be controllcd with respect to electromagnetic interference susceptibility, cross talk, and 
transmission properties. The power source and ground requirements for the system shall be corn- 
patible with spacecraft provisions. Standby or backup power is to be provided whenever needed. 

3.2.2 Memory Features 

The computer must have a memory subsystem capable of storing ail programs including pre- 
launch testing programs. There shall be adequate random access, high-speed memory to hold all 
programs, and data which will be required simultaneously during peak load periods. The pro- 
gram memory shall exhibit adequate reliabiiity with the capability of withstanding power supply 
transients and temporary power failures. If the memory is not fixed or “read-only,” precautions 
shall be taken to preclude irrecoverable loss of the programs or critical data resulting from an 
electrical transient or a program flaw. The memory system shall be capable of being turned off 
and on without losing its contents. Provision for a backup or reload capability shall be considered 
for storage reliability. 

Consideration shall be given to ways in which expanded memory requirements can be met, such 
as by the addition of memory modules or a bulk memory, or by reloading the memory from 
external sources. 

3.2.3 Processor Features 

The computer shall provide an instruction repertoire commensurate with the mission demands 
and opereting speeds which are clearly adequate for peak loads. These shall include as a mini- 
mum the following basic instructions : load, store, logic, arithmetic, input/output, conditional and 
unconditional branches, and shifts. Special instructions to facilitate particular functions, such as 
data conversion for nonbinary inputs (e.g., madmachine interface), telemetry formating, and 
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driving displays, are to be provided if required. Floating-point or multiple precision instructions, 
or instructions to facilitate these operations, should be considered in the design if needed to 
satisfy precision requirements and to reduce software development costs. If a sample problem is 
used to demonstrate the efficiency and speed of the computer for a given mission, the sample 
problem’s instruction mix must closely compare with that to be used during the actual mission. 

32.4 I n put/Output Feu tu res 
The computer shall provide a means for timely subroutine entry when critical input signals are 
received and for adequate buffering of data which do not require immediate servicing. Priority 
sequencing of responses to critical inputs shall be provided if necessary. 

The interface circuitry and devices shall provide both for adequate reception and transformation 
to internal form of all signals from sensors, external communications from the ground or crew, 
and other system inputs, and for output signals of proper electrical characteristics for all actuators, 
telemetry, displays, and other output devices. When analog-to-digital and/or digital-to-analog 
conversion is necessary, the speed, precision, and accuracy of conversion shall be within necessary 
tolerances. The input/output electrical characteristics shall provide for adequate matching of 
converters to the input or output electrical interface circuitry. 

The computer and the peripheral units shall be designed in such a way that the time required to 
respond to an input request or to.generate an output signal shall be within the physical require- 
ments of the veliicle system. Likewise, the interface bandwidth shall be adequate to support the 
required data volume, including recovery modes, without unnecessarily burdening the computer. 

3.3 Simulation 

Means shall be provided to facilitate the verification of flight hardware and software by appro- 
priate real-time simulation facilities, support equipment, and cooperative test features in the 
computer, such as clock controls and memory dumping sequences. All programs shall be thor- 
oughly specified and verified at all levels from subroutines to total program assemblies. Means 
shall be provided to guarantee that the program which has been verified is identical to the pro- 
gram loaded into the flight computer and that the flight computer has been correctly simulated 
during verification. 

3.4 Testing and Checkout 

Tests shall be conducted which sufficiently establish that the computer performs as required under 
all expected operating conditions. Functional and diagnostic testing of the hardware and software 
shall be performed. Checkout programs shall be utilized to exercise the computer capabilities, to 
simulate malfunctions, to restructure the system in case of malfunctions, and to restart the pro- 
gram in case of temporary failure of the power supply or loss of sensor inputs. Self-test software 
shall be provided for computers which cannot be adequately monitored by passive means. Means 
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shall be provided to verify the correct operation of all featfires of the computer, including all 
redundancy and repair mechanisms, after its installation in the flight vehicle and with other 
systems operating. 

The computer shall be designed. for ease of checkout and for accessibility. Utilization of the 
computer for the testing and checkout of other vehicle subsystems, both prior to and after launch, 
shall be considered. Compatibility of the computer with other subsystems shall be verified by 
testing. 

3.5 Reliability and Fault Telleranee 

The available lifetime of the computer shall be adequate for the mission requirements and shall 
be demonstrated by approved analyses and tests. If required by the tasks to be performed, the 
computer shall have the capability to detect certain transient internal or external failures (includ- 
ing loss cf power) and to take appropriate action to minimize the effects of such occurrences. 
Malfunction detection equipment or software shall be provided to enable the crew or ground 
control to recognize the need for repair or change in operational procedure. If necessary, the 
cGmputer should have the capability to restart or recover after such a failure with a minimum 
specified effect on the tasks being performed. The computer operation shall be as insensitive as 
possible to malfunctions and transients in other subsystems. 

Extensive qualification testing of components, circuits, assembled computer hardware, and soft- 
ware, use of redundancy, and provision of self-test and malfunction detection programs are to be 
considered as primary methods of providing reliability. 

4. PRACTICES 
The design of a spaceborne digital computer entails a scries of decisions involving interwting 
disciplines including stabilization and control, guidance and navigation, power, data processing, 
display, telemetry, and testing. A satisfactory configuration can best be achieved if consideration 
is given to all interacting aspects of design throughout the design process, so that the merits of 
various options may be assessed and their full impact on all systems identified. Therefore, it is 
recommended that personnel from the computer design group and all concerned groups work 
closely together throughout development and participate in all tradeoff decisions. 

The experience, inventiveness, and general ability of a designer can greatly influence the number 
of failure-prone components, close tolerance items, interconnections, power requirements, and gen- 
eral simplification for a given system. However, to specify design methodology presupposes a priori 
knowledge and may result in unduly restricting a highly qualified designer. The difficulties in 
specifying how a system is to be designed, or who is to accomplish the effort, have led to a 
general practice of accepting the resultant design and restricting reliability discussion to the areas 
of component testing, environmental system testing, and mean time to failure statements. Notable 
exceptions have been made by the NASA Flight Research Center (FRC) and the NASA Lewis 
Research Center (LeRC) during recent procurements wherein, noting that a better grade of 
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designers were on proposal staffs, they made it a contract requirement that these same engineers 
participate in the actual design. Such a practice is recommended in future procurements. 

The mission requirements should be established as soon as possible in the program so that com- 
puter functions, operations, and architecture can be identified. The consideration of the computer 
as a part of the overall system is the first step in formulating the computer requirements and 
is the primary factor in most design decisions. Care shodd be taken to insure that the computer 
system requirements are as liberal as possible since specifying tight requirements or choosing the 
lowest priced computer that barely meets the requirements usually results in a inore costly system 
over the range of the program (ref. 82). Design freedom should be encouragcd ?>y not overspecify- 
ing computer requirements, particularly in thc areas of technology or architecturai design. Stan- 
dardization should be sought wherever possible-especially on interfaces, languages, and sample 
problems-in order to facilitate checkout, repair, and evaluation. To insure a reasonable pcr- 
formance match, it is important to specify the software operating system in some detail before 
“freezing” the hardware design. 

If mission requirements are not firmly established, as is typical of long-range programs, the com- 
puter design should be approached with flexibility and foresight. The designer should anticipate 
the potential growth in use of the computer by carefully reviewing previous programs, particularly 
those which are similar to the present program (e.g., table 1 in section 2). The use of reference 83 
is encouraged where more specific guidelines are unavailable. 

The designer should consider the use of advanced technology to meet performance objectives 
or to reduce cost, especially if the requirements are difficult to fulfill within state-of-the-art tech- 

be based on as much developmental testing as is currently available. If possible, its use should 
be restricted to minimize potential harm in the event of failure. Where a high design risk is 
involved, it is recommended that a competitive development be initiated, utilizing more proven 

I nology and where the developnicnt pi-ogi-an is long. The sclcction of advanced technobgf should 

I technologies but converging on one design as soon as possible. 

4.1 Design Tradeoffs 

Conceptual design involves a series of tradeoff deciFions among significant parameters-such as 
operating speeds, memory size, power, and I/O bandwidth-to obtain a compromise design 
which best meets the performance requirements. Bot6 the uncertainty in these requiremects and 
the important tradeoff factors should be ascertained. Those factors which can be used to evaluate 
the design tradeoffs (usually on a qualitative basis) include: 

Reliability 

e Expandability 

Programmability 

Maintainability 

Compatibilitjr 
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Adaptability 

Availability 

Development Status and Cost 

Recommended practices for achieving reliability are given in section 4.5. The remainder of these 
features are discussed below. 

Expandability measures the computer system’s ability to conveniently accommodate increased 
requirements by higher speed or by physical expansion, without the cost of a major redesign 
(ref. 84). The original design of the computer should provide for this type of growth, especially 
with regard to the memory and 1/0 sections. The general procedure is to determine all the 
functions that foreseeably could be demanded of the computer system, such as by reviewing 
growth problems of past programs, and to establish a range of possible requirements for each 
of the functions, which may double the present requirement. If possible, the likelihood of these 
expanded requirements should also be estimated. Modularity is a desirable method for providing 
expandability and should be incorporated whenever feasible. 

Programmability, or the ease of programming the computer, should be considered early in the 
design. Past experience has shown that a balance between programming simplicity and hardware 
complexity is essential to prevent the costs of programming from becoming overwhelming. For 
example, sufficient memory capacity should be provided to accommodate program changes nec- 
essitated by increased performance or mission requirements; memory architecture should be 
designed to facilitate programming; and hard-wired memories should be avoided if many program 
changes are anticipated, because of the time and cost involved in implementing the changes. 
Adequate addressing facilities without artificial boundaries and a simple subroutine linkage are 
recommended. Considerations of programmability should include the efficiency of the source 
language, of the object code, and of converting from the source language to the object code, and 
the ease of using the source language and obtaining a completely coded computer program. If 
the computer is to be programmed in flight, the use of a compiler should be considered. A stan- 
dard programming language, such as JOVIAL, SPL, or CLASP, is desirable and should be utilized 
for future applications if available. The degree of software sophistication and the availability 
of support software should be considered during the design. 

Maintainubility should not be neglected when designing the computer. Repair should be readily 
accomplished during ground operation, and if inflight maintenance is desired, this should be 
specified as a design requirement. In flight repair or reconfiguration is closely associated with 
reliabilitv and, as such, the extent of reconfiguration made possible will be dependent upon the 
reliability required. Malfunctions can often be detected by self-check programs; in flight repair 
can be effected by automatic switching, or by manual operation on manned missions. The tradeoff 
should consider the use of a degraded mode of operation. Generally, the recommended prelaunch 
maintenance procedure is to remove bad components or subsystems from the system and replace 
them with backup equipment. To facilitate manual maintenance, subassemblies should be 
pluggable, require a minimum of disassembly for access, and be replaceable without adjustment. 
The design should provide ease of accessibility and should minimize the possibility of damage 
to other parts during maintenance. If replaced assemblies are to be discarded rather than repaired, 
maximum cost goals for a replaceable module should be established. 
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Compatibility should be developed between the computer and its interfaces, software, power 
levels, and, where necessary, ground computers. Standard interfaces and power levels should be 
implemented. Interface Compatibility reduces the need for data conversion with peripheral equip- 
ment and is highly recommended. Data compatibility between models of a computer family 
should be provided to simplify the design of peripheral equipment. This consideration is par- 
ticularly important when computers of different performance and architecture are interconnected. 
Source and object code compatibility between the spaceborne and ground-based computers is 
advantageous to facilitate programming. 

Adaptability is defined as the ability of the system to meet a wide range of functional require- 
ments without requiring physical modification. Adaptability is needed when requirements are 
not well defined or if it is anticipated that the computer will be applied to a variety of missions 
and/or a number of space vehicles. Although this is similar to the need for growth discussed under 
“expandability,” in this case, potential requirements should be anticipated by providing reserves 
in memory capacity, computational speed, word length, and 1/0 capability. Moreover, the design 
should consider specific features which allow tailoring a basic machine to different situations, such 
as an adjustable word length through byte organized operations, alterable or unused operation 
codes, reserved fields within formats, and adjustable speed. Caution must be taken that the 
increase in computer capabilities is in accordance with other development considerations. 

Availability is the probability that the computer is operating satisfactorily at a given time. It is 
closely related to reliability and repair time and should be considered in establishing reliability 
requirements. Since it takes into account the time required for malfunction detection and recon- 
figuration or repair, availability is particularly important during time-critical mission phases. 

Development Status and Cost are complex management-related factors which can have significant 

off-the-shelf hardware use, design risks in developing new equipment using advanced technol- 
ogies, potential progress in the state of the art during the design and development of the com- 
puter, etc. In estimating cost, the manager should consider the total long-range expenditures as 
well as initial outlays, and also the cost of potential delays in developing advanced techniques, etc. 

1 

I effects on the design. They require the estimation of a number of items such as the extent of 

In addition to the above qualitative factors, tradeoffs should be dctcrmincd on the basis of 
specified quantitative factors, such as precision, speed, capacity, weight, volume, and power. 

System Design 
The selection of the computer organization and configuration depends upon the mission require- 
ments; the choice should be most carefully and thoroughly planned in light of available tech- 
nology. The designer should consider the available diagnostic capability before partitioning the 
computer in terms of physical modules since the diagnostic program is sensitive to module size 
and functional consistency. Multiple processors should be considered since they may be capable 
of continuous performance despite faiiures in single units and have acldiiiuaal poteiitia: in areas 
such as onboard autonomy, checkout, and flexibility. If a group of computers is to be used, it is 
not possible to recommend any one organization since paths and functions are not uniquely 
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related. However, the following organizations should be considered: federated, dedicated, multi- 
computer, multiprocessor, distributed proccssor, and combinations of these. If dedicated com- 
puters are used, backup compatibility should be provided foi critical functions. Similarly, if 
degraded modes are permitted in any organization, the design should provide sufficient reliability 
to insure that critical functions will not be affected. If a multiprocessor is being considered, devei- 
opment of the executive software required for the assignment of tasks must not be neglected. The 
use of special purpose data processors controlled by a central computer should be considered for 
routine and repetitive tasks because of 1) bandwidth of circuits, 2) need for computer availability 
in case of anomaly, and 3) fewer interfacc circuits and simplified subsystem testing. 

Working with system designers and a knowledge of the mission requirements, a list of functions 
which the computer must perform should be prepared. Typical computational tasks which might 
be mechanized on a digital computer system for a long-range manned mission arc- shown in 
table 5 (ref. 85). A list of this type can be used as a basis for the block diagrams of the system 
programs as well as for preliminary estimates of the speed and memory requirements of the 
computer. 

TABLE 5.-Typical Conzputational and Datu Processing Functions of Spaceborne Computers (ref.  85) 

Vehicle Guidance 
and Controi 

Command and 
Control 

Na\,igation 
Targeting 

r Required Velocity 
Guidance and Navigation Velocity To Be Gained 

F!ight Seqnencing 
Steering 
G&N Controls and Displays 

Optical Sensors Orientation 
Angular Rate Stabilization and Control 

Thrust Vector Control 
Attitudc Controls and Displays 

\'chicle Attitude Control Translation Control 

Antenna Oricntation 
Data Processing 
Communications Controls and Displays 

Telecommunications Telecommunications 

Image-Sensor Data 
Processing 

Scientific-Sensors 
Data Processing 

Scientific Sensor Data 
Processing 

System Self-Test 
Opcrations 

Status Monitor 
System Performance 

Monitor 

I Mission Data 
Processing 

Image Sensors Orientation and Sequencing 
Image Sensors Data Correlation/Analysis 
Image Sensors Data Compression 
Image Sensors Controls and Displays 

Scientific Sensors Orientation, etc. 
Scientific Scnsors Data Correlation 
Scientific Sensors Data Comprcssion 
Scientific Scnsors Contro!s and Displays 

Automatic Self-Test Operations 
Self-Test Controls and Displays 

Performance Data Compression 
Monitor Controls and Displays 



The next step to be taken in the design process is the preparation of a block diagram showing 
the relation of the digital computer to the complete system. All I/O paths between the computer 
and the other major subsystems should be shown in this diagram in order that the ovcrall func- 
tioning of the computer is apparent. An I/O system concept should be developcd to satisfy the 
functional requirements. .A detailed functional block diagram should then be drawn in which the 
individual 1/0 signals arc shown and the overall blocks of the prior diagram are broken into 
specific components. When the functional block diagram has been prepared, the types of signals 
which each of the input devices will present to the computer and which the computer must 
deliver to other parts of the system must be specified. These specifications should inchide I) the 
levels of the analog signals and their expected ranges, 2) the desired terminating impedances, 
3) the required precision of the signals, 4) the frequencies at which the signals must be sampled, 
and 5 )  the grounding, shielding, and cabling requirements. 

Restart capability in case of operational di&culties should be considered for all applications. Such 
provision should be made as carly in the development program as possible, and the effects on 
the computer memory should be evaluated. At the same time, the effects of power supply tran- 
qients should be estimated and provisions made to provide the computer with a reccvery mode 
in case of temporary pmver failures. The power slipply should bc protected from injurious stress 
being imposed by  an overload. Electronic limiting is recommended over fusing because it leaves 
the system operational if the overload is removed. Early consideration shoiild be given to the 
nuniber and size of voltage levels required. Primary and secondary power supplies should also 
be designated. 

When the functions thc computer must perform acd the details of the 1/0 data have been 
specified, a biock diagram of the software for the system should be drawn to estimate the char- 
acteristics of the piograms rcquired. A preliminary cstimatc of the program memory size should 
be made by roughing out the steps in the programs. The number of operands required by the 
subprograms shoidd be summed to obtain an initial e5timate of the variable memory require- 
ments. Tf a scratchpad or a small high-speed working memory is to be x e d ,  the optimal size 
should be approximated Initial estimates for the speed of the computer should be obtained from 
thi5 block diagrem. However, such estimates s h d d  be verified by simalation as early in the 
program as possible 

4.2.1 Physica I Features 

The size, weight. and power linlitations of the computer should be specified to the designer, and, 
if po5sible, the relative piorities of these should also be provided to guide the designers in tradeoff 
studies. Design risks should not be taken in order to save small amounts of weight. The environ- 
ment in which the coniputer is expected to operate, and to which it will be subjected in acceptance 
twts, should be specified including acceleration and vibration, mechanical shock, humidity, am- 
bient pressures and temperatures, corrosive atmospheres, electromagnetic interference, radiation, 
and human factors. A means for hcat dissipation from the computer is essential. Cooling methods 

available), direct radiation, and combinations of these. Other systems, such as a wet system using 
ethylene glycol, should be considered. 

.-.I.. vvll;cll L s ! i d d  be considcrd in&& c=x&ctiaz tc? I c d d  =!&e, convecti~n (if an atmosphere is 
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Transients produced by relays and other electrically actuated devices should be defined and 
tested. EM1 problems can usually be reduced by very careful design, especially in the areas of 
grounding, shielding, filtering, and impedance levels. Impulse noise on power lines, ground lines, 
and signal lines should be considered, as should the potential deleterious effect of long cables 
on both pulse amplitude and waveform of high frequency systems. EM1 design and test require- 
ments are difficult to specify; the use of MIL Standards 461 to 463 is suggested if no other speci- 
fications are available. 

Components which usually pass initial qualification testing but deteriorate with use should be 
avoided. Examples of suggested alternatives are 1) the use of solid state devices to avoid 
mechanical contacts in relays and choppers, circuit simplification, and layout to minimize the 
number of connectors and conductor terminations, and 2) the use of circuitry that does not require 
fine wire transformers. Connectors should be keyed to prevent incorrect interconnection of 
modules. 

4.2.2 Memory Features 

To protect the system from additional demands on the memory, either the memory must be 
initially specified with an ample margin, or some provision for expanding its capacity must be 
made. The latter option is generally to be preferred, and most designs make provision for expan- 
sion at the onset. The importance of allowing ample margin for growth in the computer’s memory 
capacity cannot be overemphasized. This margin should be a function of how well the computer 
requirements have been defined and is particularly important in developmental programs, such 
as Gemini and Apollo, in which expanded capabilities are added as the requirements evolve. To 
aid in evaluating the memory capacity, the expected variance in mission and function require- 
ments should be .determined. General purpose design is enhanced by electrically alterable pro- 
gram storage; therefore, mechanically altered “read-only” techniques, such as core-rope or missing 
core memory systems, should be selected with caution. Consideration should also be given to 
providing onboard bulk storage devices. Tape storage should be used for non time-critical 
items only. 

Since the memory often consumes the bulk of the system powcr, techniques for reducing memory 
power requirements should be considered, such as the use of smaller cores, or partial switching 
of the memory elements. To reduce power consumption on long-duration missions, the computer 
should be capable of powering down at least part of its operation during inactive periods. 

4.2.3 Processor Features 

Instructions should be provided for the following basic operations: load, store, add, subtract, 
multiply, I/O, branch conditional, branch unconditional, and shift. As the me of additional hard- 
ware becomes feasible, serious consideration should be given to instructions for loop control, 
indexing, masking, and additional branching. Addition of these functions usually results in 
decreased program size and increased performance as well as improved programmability. For 
guidance and navigation applications, divide, subroutine linkage, and extended precision arith- 
metic should be considered as well (ref. 46). 
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Two’s complement is recommended for data representation since it provides a unique representa- 
tion for zero, does not require recomplementation, and simplifies multiple precision arithmetic. 
Fixed-point arithmetic should be used whenever hardware is at a premium and mission 
requirements are relatively stable. Floating-point arithmetic, using either hardware or software 
implementation; should be considered to ease the programmer’s burden and to simplify software 
verification. 

The expected rate at which inputs will arrive should be defined, and the types of signals to be 
provided to external devices should be stipulated. If the system must provide communication 
between the computer and the crew, the devices for manual data insertion and for display should 
be specified in detail. Data conversion techniques for manual displays should be specified; they 
may be handled by hardware or software. 

Increased speed usually results in increased power consumption; therefore, sophisticated arith- 
metic algorithms should be investigated to reduce the requirement for a very high clock rate. The 
following techniques are recommended for enhancing the speed of the computer: 1) separate 
adders in a parallel machine for indexing and arithmetic, 2) parallel circuits to speed up multi- 
plication by processing several multiplier bits at a time, and 3) single tailored instructions which 
perform complex jobs. 

The precision requirements should be stipulated early in the design so that the optimum tradeoff 
between word length and double precision can be resolved. Moreover, the necessary precision of 
all 1/0 data should be established early for the same purpose. 

4.2.4 I n pu t/Ou tpu t Features 

System interrupts should be accommodated either by frequently executed test instructions to 
detect service requests from peripheral devices, or by an interrupt system which forces a branch 
from the main program to a servicing routine upon demand. When multiple channels may attempt 
to interrupt simultaneously, an interrupt priority system should be established. A tradeoff is 
required between the use of additional hardware to decrease instruction execution time and thus 
permit programmed polling of requests, or to implement the interrupt systern without altcring 
instruction execution time. To the extent possible, the location of all possible interrupts during 
a program should be determined and their effect on the program operation examined, including 
interrupts within interrupts. Protection against interrupts should be provided at points in programs 
where their occurrence would be harmful. Direct control of I/O data should be considered for 
computations in which the data output is small compared to the amount of calculation, since 
I/O-to-memory channels are cumbersome to start and stop. An adequate number of external test 
pcints should be provided, even at the expense of a small weight penalty. 

The interface between the computer and all subsystems with which the computer must com- 
municate, including test equipment, should be specified functionally, mechanically, and elec- 
trically. Standardization of interfaces is emphatically recommended. Moreover, the interface 
should be asynchronous or seif ciocking to minimize l i d w a r e  chciriges due to system medifica- 
tion. Whenever possible, the interface design should be independent of cable length or logic 
delays internal to the peripheral equipment. If the computer is to be self checking or tested 
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manually, the I/c> techniques which are to be used should be specified. The tradeoff betwecii 
performing routine J/O format calculations :it the periplieral dcvicc or within the central pro- 
cessor should lie investigated. Jf A/D devices external to the computer are providcd, both thc 
ciitput lewk of t h c x  devices and the technicpe for intcrfacing them with khe computer should 
be specified. The sampling rate should be designated as well as the ability of the A/D converters 
to buffer information during intervals in whicli the computer cannot respond immediatcdy. 

Veri5cation of the spaccborne computer by simulation on a general-purpose ground-based host 
comyuter is highly recommended. Simulation techniques should be considered before the coni- 
puter characteristics a x  frozen. Since simuiation is the only way to evaluate the computer before 
hardware has bcen fabricated, it ir, reconmiended that thc effects Gf  any proposed modification or 
expansion of t h ~  cmnputcr be, examiiid by the simulation before a final decision is made. Simu- 
lation is most exycditious if t he  spnceborne computer is program-compatible w;th the host 
computer. 

The host coniputcr shoiild be programmed to duplicate the results of each executed instruction 
of the spncrborne coxnputc.1. It should maintain a measure of thc real tirnc that would be required 
to execute thc program uridergoing checkout on the spaceborne computer. The sirn dation should 
also indude either static or dyiianiic external inputs, such at. froin gyroscopes and accelerometers, 
and nisiiual data insertion afid display devices. Ejace the I/O yquipnient on the host coil-iputer 
is usually not the same as on the sparcborne computer, thc simulation should at least dcplicate 
the d a b  transfer portion of the I/O operation and allcw interruption of the simulated machine. 
The siinulation should alIo~7 detaikd sfiapshots oE the memory, c-ore dumps, and branch traces. 

Sanipie problems containing typical calculetions for the expected mission are recommended for 
use in the simulation to comparc: organization, memory size, word length, functions, etc., of con>- 
peting designs. Thc saniple problems should be as representative as possible of the fiinctions to 
be perforn-icd on the class of inissions under cousideration, such as boost guidaiice and vehicli. 
coniroi. These problems should comist of frequently iised subroutines for each function. Execiiiivc 
control fmictions should also be included ammg the sample problems as well as problems requir- 
ing significant I iO operations. Estimates for computational speed, memory capacity, throughput, 
etc. should be made from the same sample problem to achieve a fair overall evaluation. In 
defiring chc sample problems the following information should be provided: 1) equations, BOW, 
and decision logic for the problem, 2) I,'O parameters along with the required precision, 3) iter- 
ation rate, 2nd 4) pelcentage of total function represented by sample problcm. 

AS a first step in developing the progranx for the spaceboriie computer, an assenibler and/or 
compiler for the system should be prepared For the ground-based host computer. The compiler 
sliould execute on the ground-based conipzter to generate tlie object codes for the spac(.borne 
computer and for chcckout with the simulator. For cascs where direct execution on a qrouncl- 
based computer i s  desired, FORTRAN or PL/1 is usual!y suficient to check out mathematical 
procedures, etc. Floating-point arithrnctic on the ground computer is suggestcd to assist in devcl- 
oping a scaling strategy by indicating thc eupectcd ranges of the variables The effort r e q u i d  
to a i d )  Z P  and program mathematic21 procedures will be minimized if the same compilcr- 
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generated code used in developing the procedures on the ground-based computer is executed by 
the spaceborne computer. The simulator should be used to debug and test programs since the 
host computer can be provided with extensive tracing routines and diagnostics which are not 
practical for the smaller aerospace computer. 

As the development of the space vehicle computer progresses, the simulation should include an 
accurate representation of the vehicle dynamics, sensors, and environment for the entire mission 
using the actual flight program (ref. 81). Simulation at this level provides a detailed picture of 
the dynamic interaction and the response of the programmed equations as they have been imple- 
mented on the spaceborne computer. Long-term effects of error propagation should be evaluated 
and subtle error sensitivities may often be uncovered. 

Finally, a real-time simulation, using the computer itself and as much of the actual flight hard- 
ware as is feasible, should be conducted in order to validate the all-digital simulation. This may 
involve a hybrid analog-digital (A/D) computing system to represent the remainder of the vehicle 
and its environment. 

4.4 Testing and Checkout 

Preparation of test procedures and construction of test facilities should begin early in the program. 
The test specifications should clearly distinguish between the tests required at various stages 
of design, qualification, production, installation, and flight. Feasibility tests of components and 

computers may be used for hardware logical and electrical verification and for software verifica- 
tion in hybrid simulations. Full engineering qualification testing should be conducted using an 
early production model, and every production model should be subjected to an acceptance test 
which is as thorough as possible without overstressing the computers. Finally, the computer 
system and its interfaces should be tested in the vehicle to give sufficient confidence that no 
significant degradation has occurred since acceptance. It may be advantageous at any stage of 
testing to test the computer with another flight computer or a ground-based computer. 

I circuits may be conducted prior to completion of a breadboard computer. Engineering prototype 

I 

Generally, worst-case conditions should be used for testing. For qualification, the components 
should be tested to failure to realistically establish their actual limits. Where test specifications 
are not given, MIL Standard 883 contains suggested test methods and procedures for micro- 
electronics. The computer should be tested while operating under environmental conditions 
including temperature cycling, vibration, vacuum, and radiation. If a failure occurs during a 
test, a logic proof should verify the failure point, repair should be effected, and elimination of 
the failure should be proven by demonstration. The test should be recycled to the previous 
checkpoint unless a major repair was required, in which case, the entire test cycle should be 
repeated. Special tests should be devised to verify each of the computer’s functions, such as 
guidance, control, etc. Interfaces should be represented as realistically as possible, including 
waveforms, impedances, noise, voltage variations, etc. 

A functional test program should be initiated early in the development phase. The availability 
of such a program should be reflected in the design to maximize ease of checkout. For acceptance 
testing, this program should exercise all the I/O units and the entire memory, while operating 
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under environmental conditions. If possible, the test conditions to be withstood should be speci- 
fied, rather than arbitrary. Special purpose hardware subsystems should be considered for moni- 
toring and diagnosing the rest of the computer, so that acceptance testing can be largely carried 
out by the special purpose part. If this procedure is adopted, only the special purpose equip- 
ment need be validated. 

The ease of checkout during acceptance and qualification tests and, particularly, during pre- 
launch activities should be considered during the design of the computer. Prelaunch checkout 
should be as complete a checkout of the computer and its interfaces as can be conducted without 
removing the computer from the vehicle or disconnecting interfaces for any operation. The external 
equipment required and the ability of the computer to aid the checkout procedure should be 
considered. It is necessary to specify the electrical capabilities of the signals and circuits in the 
computer when operating with ground-support equipment cables and external loads, and, when- 
ever possible, to specify the operating routines for checking various parts of the computer system 
using ground-based computers prior to launch. Ground-based checkout systems should have such 
specific fcatures as: checks for proper operation of arithmetic, control, memory, and 1/0 sections; 
verification of any index or extension registers and of testing and jump instructions; testing of 
multiplexers and A/D converters; and testing of the system outputs including any D/A output 
devices and discretes delivered to telemetry or control devices. If a redundant system is used, 
each channel should be verified prior to launch. If necessary, external indicators should be used 
to verify the proper operation of clocks and power supplies in the system through the external 
harness. Provision should be made for varying all primary and secondary voltages for onboard 
margin testing. Self-test programs for onboard testing should include parity checks and internal 
coding checks on transmission. Use of an integrated testing concept in which certain prelaunch 
and inflight tests are carried out in a common manner by essentially the same automatic equip- 
ment is desirable, both for economic reasons and to maintain continuity of testing. 

4.5 Reliability and Fault Tolerance 

A suggested technique for defining reliability requirements is to provide a list of functions to be 
performed by the computer during each mission phase and a corresponding listing of the prob- 
ability of successful performance required. The reliability specifications should be reasonable and 
appropriate for the mission. For example, the hardware and software should be highly reliable 
for guidance and navigation, whereas lower reliability specifications may be acceptable for 
experiments. If possible, the extent of coverage or fault tolerance should be specified. Caution 
should be used in comparing the reliability of different systems unless their reliabilities have 
been predicted for the same assumed conditions and those conditions are carefully described. An 
unqualified specification of MTBF should be considered to be inadequate. 

To establish a meaningful measure of reliability, the following items should be considered: 1) the 
required operational time before failure; 2) the repair time, if repairs are possible; 3) the mission 
phases; 4) the probability of operating during a critical time period; and 5 )  environmental factors. 
For multiple channel organizations, it should be noted that reliability is generally based on inde- 
pendent failure assumptions and lack of interference between channels. For multiphase mis- 
sions, a state-phase calculation may be used to determine how many computers or how many 
redundant modules should be operable at each critical phase. A thorough reliability analysis of 
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all anticipated failure modes should be conducted. During initial testing and checkout, all failures 
should be attributed to these specific modes, or additional modes should be added to provide a 
complete understanding of all experienced failures. The failure effects and modes analysis should 
take into account the topology of the devices and similar hardware-related mechanisms. The 
reliability of the design is finally verified by diagnostic and functional tests of the system under 
expected environmental conditions. 

To achieve reliability in production of the computer, it is recommended that closely controlled 
manufacturing and assembly processes, together with quality workmanship and practices, should 
be required in all facets of the hardware development. Components should be selected for inherent 
reliability; they should use proven methods for their interconnection and packaging; and they 
should be subjected to rigid quality inspection and electrical checks. Highly recommended prac- 
tices are: parts standardization, component derating with respect to both voltage levels and 
speed, and 100% screening of all parts and assemblies. Circuits should exhibit tolerance to 
transients. Adequate margins should be placed on the environmental and electrical characteristics, 
so that chances of failure at later stages of assembly are noticeably reduced. Extensive research 
is recommended to establish: the types of semiconductors to be used; the techniques for preparing 
and processing wafers; mask characteristics; failure probabilities for specific IC, MSI or LSI tech- 
nologies; and the reliabilities of these devices in the space environment. Where more current data 
are unavailable, the use of MIL Handbook 217A or RADC Handbook, vol. 2, is recommended for 
failure-rate data. 

The use of redundancy to enhance reliability should be considered, if necessary, to meet the 

time allowed for repair and may depend on the hardware technology with which the computer 
is to be mechanized. Both the method of redundancy and its level of application should be chosen 
carefully. The increased power supply and cooling requirements, and the effects of additional 
complexity on system checkout and personnel training, etc., should also be evaluated when various 
schemes are considered. Power switching should be considered for removing failed units from 
the system and for incorporating spares into it. The software should provide for recovery from 
specified malfunctions and for subsequent restart. If neither degraded performance nor computer 
failure can be tolerated, a means of repair should be provided. Inflight maintenance, ie . ,  manual 
replacement of failed modules, should be considered for future manned missions. 

r mission specifications. The particular form of redundancy to be used will be a function of the 

P 

Self-check programs, error detecting codes, duplication and comparison, and/or voting among 
multiple units should be used in redundant systems to detect errors and/or malfunctions. It may 
be necessary to specify the possible configurations which the computer may assume in case of 
inflight failure of external or peripheral equipment, as well as internal subsystems. The additional 
reliability gained by such restructuring of the system should be studied both analytically and by 
means of simulation, and the software requirements for providing these alternatives should be 
considered early in the design. The response time for reconfiguring and restarting should be eval- 
uated since even a temporary outage of the computer could be unacceptable during critical mission 
phases. Complicated redundant systems should be extensively tested to verify that the recon- 
figuration or fault-masking technique operates correctly in all cases and does not introduce errors. 
It is a good practice to use techniques whereby faults can be introduced artificiaily to insure that 
the system masks or reconfigures correctly. Combinations of these artificially introduced faults 
should be tried. 
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GLOSSARY 

-A- 
Access Time. Generally, the time interval between a request for the content of a location in a memory 
device and the delivery of this information (read operation); also time between command to store data 
in a memory location and the completion of the storage (write operation). Access time is thus the sum 
of the waiting time and the transfer time. For disc and drum storage, the access time depends upon the 
location specified; for random access storage devices, the access time is essentially constant. 

Accumulator. A register (or registers) and associated equipment in the arithmetic unit of a computer 
in which are formed the results of various arithmetic and logical operations, such as addition, subtraction 
(complementing), and shifting (multiplication). 

Accuracy. The degree of freedom from error of a quantity, as distinguished from precision. 

A / D .  Abbreviation for analog/digital. 

Address. A specific location in the computer (usually a memory location) where data or instructions are 
stored. 

Address Modification. The changing of the address portion of a computer word before the instruction is 
executed by the use of index registers, indirect addressing, or other techniques. 

AEA. Abbreviation for abort electronics assembly, the digital computer in the backup guidance system 
for the Apollo lunar module. 

AGC-. Abbreviation for Apollo guidance computer. 

Alphanumeric. A symbolic code that contains both alphabetic characters (letters) and numeric characters 
(digits). Alphanumeric codes generally include additional special characters such as commas, periods, 
ampersand, mathematical characters, etc. 

Analog/Digital ( A / D )  Converter. A device for converting an electrical analog input signal to a corre- 
sponding digital data word. 

Architecture. The conceptual and functional structure of the computer system, excluding the equipment 
internal organization and detailed implementation. Multiple implementations are possible for most 
architectural specifications. 

Arithmetic Unit. The portion of the computer that performs the arithmetic and logical operations. 

Assembly Language. A computer language which permits the writing of symbolic addresses (such as X 
or A l )  for absolute binary addresses (such as 01100 or 11010) and also the writing of symbolic operation 
codes (such as ADD or SUB) instead of binary machine operation codes (such as 111 or 011). One 
assembly language statement normally translates into one machine instruction. 

Assembly Program. A computer program which translates a program written in an assembly language 
into a machine language program. 

ATM. Abbreviation for Apollo telescope mount, also referred to as Skylab. 

Availability. Probability that the computer is functioning properly during specific time periods. Availability 
depends on the time to detect faults and repair or reconfigure as well as MTBF. 
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-& 
Base. See Radix. 

Base Register. A register containing an address which is modified by the contents of an address field 
in the instruction to determine the effective address. It is also used to retain linkage addresses for sub- 
routine entry and return. A base register generally contains a complete address that is modified by a 
displacement location in the instruction (cf., Index Register). 

BCD. Abbreviation for binary coded decimal. 

Binary. Pertains to a number system based on the radix 2. Two symbols are used, usually 1 and 0. 

Binary Coded Decimal (BCD). Pertains to an encoding technique whereby each of the decimal digits 
0 through 9 is represented by a unique group of binary digits. 

Bit. Abbreviation for binary digit. A bit is a single character in a binary number and has the value 0 or 1. 

Bufer. A temporary storage device used to make possible transfer between two devices whose input 
and output speeds are not matched. 

Bus. A common path for transfer of information between several sources and several destinations. 

Byte. A group of binary digits which are handled as a unit. Generally, a word is composed of an integral 
number of bytes. 

-C- 
Centraked. Refers to a computer system organization in which all computational tasks are performed 
by a general-purpose computer. (cf., Dedicated). 

Channel. Usually a transfer path for specific 1/0 data. Also, applies to tape recording of information on 
a single track. 

Chip. A single monolithic semiconductor element. A chip may be in the form of an IC, MSI or LSI device 
or a transistor. 

Code. An arrangement of basic symbols to convey a system of notation for example, to use binary 1 and 
0 symbols for generating computer codes such as BCD, octal, etc. 

Compiler. A computer program which translates a compiler language program into a machine language 
program. 

Compiler Language. A procedure-oriented computer programming language such as FORTRAN, JOVIAL, 
PL/1 or SPL. A single compiler language statement is generally translated into several machine 
instructions. 

Complement. A number or quantity that is derived from another number or quantity by subtraction 
in accordance with special rules. Complements are used in computers to represent negative numbers 
and to perform subtraction by addition. 

Computer. A machine which is able to perform sequences of arithmetic and logical operations upon 
information. A digital computer uses integers to express all variables and quantities of a problem, 
whereas an analog computer calculates by using physical analogs of the variables. In the latter, a 
one-to-one correspondence exists between each numerical quantity occurring in the problem and a 
varying physical measurement (e.g., voltage level). 
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Control Unit. A major functional unit of a computer that is the traffic controller of the system. It produces 
timing, control, and command signals for execution of the computer program. It causes all elements to 
function together as an integrated system. 

Core Memory. A memory device consisting of an array of ferromagnetic cores. Generally, each core 
stores a single binary digit; the direction of magnetic polarization determines whether the bit is a 0 or 1. 

Coverage. The probability that a failure will be detected and circumvented. Coverage is related to but 
distinguished from availability, which is often calculated on the basis of the number of spares available. 
Spares are useless unless 1) improper operation of the system can be detected, 2) the failed unit can 
be switched out to effect the repair, and 3) the system can be restarted to continue the mission 
satisfactorily. 

Cycle Stealing. A technique for transferring data between an 1/0 device and a read-write memory 
without interrupting the program in control. The data are transferred to or from the memory during a 
cycle taken (stolen) from the normal programmed sequence. The program continues from where it was 
before the cycle was stolen. 

Cycle Time. The time interval required to perform a complete “read” cycle for a memory, or the 
minimum time interval between the starts of successive accesses to a storage location. 

-D- 
D / A .  Abbreviation for digital/analog. 

Data Memory. See Variable Memory. 

Data Word. A computer word containing an ordered set of bits used to represent a data quantity. 

Dedicated. Refers to a computer system organization consisting of multiple computers, each of which 
is permanently assigned to a single computational function. The individual computers are usually small, 
special-purpose devices. (cf., Centralized) 

Destructive Read Out (DRO). Refers to memories in which the read process destroys the information 
in the storage medium. If the information is to be retained, it must be temporarily stored in an external 
register (the memory buffer register) and then rewritten into the memory. 

Diagnostic Routine. A routine or special program designed to check out computer operations. These 
programs usually isolate and indicate malfunctioning areas of a computer, and designate the specific 
faiilts. Machine diagnostic programs check the computer itself, and program diagnostics verify the software. 

Digital. Representation of a quantity using digits or discrete steps. 

Digital/Analog ( D / A )  Converter. A device for converting a digital value to a corresponding electrical 
analog output signal. 

Discretes. Output control levels generated by the computer or input control levels interpreted by the 
computer. Discretes are constrained to binary values (i.e., 0 or l ) ,  and generally indicate the occurrence 
of a specific event in the system or the state of some particular device or switch. 

Disc Storage. A form of magnetic storage in which the information is stored in concentric circular tracks 
located on the surface of a rotating disc. 

Direct Memory Access. Refers to a type of 1/0 channel which permits data transfer directly between 
memory and external devices under external device control. 

Double Precision. Refers to the use of two data words to represent a single number, thereby gaining 
increased precision. 
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Drum Storage. A form of magnetic storage in which the information is stored in adjacent circular tracks 
located on the circumference of a rotating cylindrical drum. 

Dynamic Redtindancy. A hardware redundancy technique requiring two consecutive actions: 1)  the 
presence of a fault is detected; 2 )  a recovery action either eliminates the fault or corrects the error 
which was caused. The redundancy is usually introduced in a selective, rather than massive, fashion. 

-E- 
E M I .  Abbreviation for electromagnetic interference. 

Error. A miscalculation in the program being executed by the computer; either an instruction is not 
executed correctly or an incorrect result is computed. Both types of errors may be caused at once 
by some faults. 

Error Detecting Codes. Codes wherein data words contain additional checking bits to allow detection 
of errors that occur in data handling, and often to determine which bit is in error. Many coding 
techniques for adding redundancy digits are in use and differ in their ability to detect and/or correct 
multiple errors. 

Executioc. A supervisory program which allocates the processor resources between programs and controls 
the peripherals to be employed for a specific program. 

-F- 
Failure. A computer malfunction caused by component failure or degradation. Failures are considered 
“hard if the malfunction is continuous or “intermittent” if it only occurs occasionally. An intermittent 
failure is typified by a soldered joint which opens momentarily under vibration and temperature stress. 

Fault. The deviation of a logic variable from its prescribed value. Most faults will cause an error. A 
transient fault is a temporary logic deviation caused by an intermittent component failure or by external 
interference (e.g., power supply irregularities or EMI). A permanent fault is the result of a hard 
component failure. 

Fault Tolerance. Ability of a computer to execute error-free programs in the presence of a fault. Fault 
tolerance in digital computers is achieved by means of protective redundancy, and must be qualified by 
the classes of faults that are tolerated and the parts of the computer in which they may occur. 

Film Memories. Memories that store information by segmented polarization of a thin film of ferromagnetic 
material, which may be either flat or tubular in shape. Film memories allow an improvement in speed 
over core memories which are limited by the geometry of the core during flux reversals and the size 
required to thread wires through the holes in the core. 

Fixed Memory. See “Read-only” Memory. 

Fixed-point. Referring to the representation of a number by a single set of digits with a constant implied 
location of the radix point. 

Floating-Point. Referring to the representation of a number by two sets of numbers, one containing the 
mantissa and the other the location of the radix point. 

Functional Test. A test designed to check out the operation of the computer hardware. 
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-G- 
Gate. A circuit which has the ability to produce an output that is dependent upon a logical function of 
the inputs; e.g., an AND gate has an output when all inputs assume a logical ONE or TRUE state. 

G G N .  Abbreviation for guidance and navigation. 

-H- 
Hexadecimal. Pertains to a number system with a radix of 16. The hexadecimal system is convenient for 
compactly representing a binary number by dividing it into 4-bit bytes. 

-I- 
IC. Abbreviation for integrated circuit. 

Index Register. A separate register whose contents is used to modify an explicitly specified address 
without changing the program in memory. It generally contains a count which is added to the address in 
the instruction itself or in the instruction plus an extension register, as distinguished from a base register 
which generally contains a complete address. Index registers are often used to provide loop control in 
iterative programs and to designate return addresses at the conclusion of subroutines. 

Indirect Addressing. Designating an address that contains the location of the desired operand. 

Input/Output [l/O). All information transmitted between the computer and its interfacing systems. 

Instruction. A set of characters in a computer that specifies an operation to be performed by the computer 
and usually the location or value of some of the operands and/or results. 

Instruction Repertoire. The set of instructions which can be performed by a particular computer. 

Instruction Word. A computer word containing an instruction. 

Integrated Circuit [IC). An electronic circuit which is fabricated in an integrated process and which is 
capable of performing the functions of a conventional circuit composed of discrete components such as 
transistors, resistors, diodes, etc. 

Interface. The matching circuitry required to allow the transmission of data between two devices. 

Interrupt. An externally or internally generated signal that interrupts the current sequence of the program 
being performed and causes a new sequence to be performed. 

I/O. Abbreviation for input/output. 

-L- 
Large Scale Integration (LSI). The fabrication of more than 100 integrated logic gates together in one 
assembly. 

Logic Levels. The nominal voltage levels which are used to represent binary 0 or 1 in 'logic circuits. 
For instance, in commercial resistor-transistor-logic (RTL) circuits, the levels are generally 0 and +2.5 V; 
in diode-transistor-logic (DTL) circuits, they are generally 0 and +3.5 V. 

LSI. Abbreviation for iarge scale integration. 

LVDC. Abbreviation for launch vehicle digital computer on the Saturn 1B and 5 boosters. 
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-M- 
Machine Language. Coded instructions in binary digit form for use in the computer. 

Magnetic Core. A ferromagnetic ring or core used to store a bit of data. 

Masking. Use of static redundancy to cover up an error. Also denotes the selection of particular bits 
of a computer word. 

Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF). Reciprocal of the average rate of failure of a piece of equipment. 
MTBF is a frequently used measure of a computer’s reliability, but to be meaningful a quoted MTBF 
must be accompanied by a full description of the assumptions and conditions used in the calculation. 

Medium Scale Integration ( M S I ) .  The fabrication of 25 to 100 integrated logic gates together in one 
assembly. 

Memory Protect. The technique for sensing potential power failures and preventing the loss of data in 
the memory and in critical registers. 

Memory Word. An ordered set of bits in the computer’s primary storage device. It can contain either 
data words or instruction words. 

MOS. Abbreviation for metal-oxide-semiconductor. 

MOSFET. Abbreviation for metal-oxide-semiconductor-field-effect-transistor. 

M S I .  Abbreviation for medium scale integration. 

MTBF. Abbreviation for mean time between failures. 

Multicomputer. A computer configuration having two or more sets of memories and processors, which 
are generally assigned different tasks. A multicomputer is distinguished from a multiprocessor in that the 
processors do not share memories. 

Multilayer. Printed circuit board construction technique whereby the wiring is in the form of etched 
lines and where many layers make up the complete board unit. Interconnection between layers is per- 
formed normally by plated- through holes. 

Multiplexed Data. Data from several devices which have been combined to be transmitted through a 
single channel, either by interleaving them or by sampling them in sequential order. 

Multiprocessor. A computer configuration having two or more processors which share memory or 
memories and I/O. 

-N- 
NDRO. Abbreviation for nondestructive readout. 

Nondestructive readout (NDRO). 
destruction of any word in the storage device. 

Nonvolatile. Refers to memories which do not lose their information contents when power is removed. 

Refers to memories from which information can be read without 

-0- 
OAO. Abbreviation for an orbiting astronomical observatory. 

OBP. Abbreviation for onboard processor, the digital computer scheduled to be flown on the OAO-B. 
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Octal. Pertains to a number system with a radix of 8. The octal system is convenient for compactly 
representing a binary number by dividing it into 3-bit bytes. 

One’s Complement. The complement of a binary number obtained by changing each 1 to 0 and each 
0 to 1. An alternate method is to subtract the number from all ones. 

Operand. Data used in an operation. 

Operation. The arithmetic, logic, or transfer action that the computer performs as a result of interpreting 
a single instruction. 

Ouerflow. A condition that occurs when a computation produces an answer that exceeds the storage 
capacity of a register. 

-P- 
Parallel. Refers to the simultaneous transmission and/or processing of all bits of a word via a separate 
line or channel for each bit. 

Parity Check. A method for checking the validity of a binary word or byte, usually by summing the 
ONE bits. The check is usually made by use of a parity bit suffixed to the original word, which indicates 
whether the sum is odd or even. This technique can be used to generate more complete checks. 

Peripheral. Refers to equipment external to the computer but directly associated with the I/O section, 
such as magnetic tape transports or paper tape punches and readers. 

Plated-Wire. A type of film memory where information is stored in a thin magnetic film deposited over 
the bit wire. 

Precision. The degree of discrimination with which a data quantity is represented. For instance, a 
two-digit decimal number discriminates among 100 possible values. Precision should be distinguished 
from accuracy. 

Processor. That portion of a computer that consists of control and arithmetic units. The basic I/O 
interface is often included. 

Program. A sequence of instructions and necessary numerical constants that will cause the computer to 
operate on a given problem. 

Program Memory. That portion of the computer memory which is used for storage of program instructions 
and constants. It may be either “read-only” or read-write, as distinguished from the variablc mcmory 
which is always read-write. 

-R- 
Radix. The base number of a number system. Example: 2 in binary, 10 in decimal, 8 in octal, 
16 in hexadecimal, etc. 

Random Access. Refers to a storage device in which the time necessary to “access” any memory location 
is constant and independent of the relative locations of the last addressed location and the next location 
to be addressed. Magnetic core memories have this characteristic while drum memories do not. In the 
latter, physical location influences the amount of delay of access. 

Read. To sense and transfer information contained in memory to another storage or operating register 
of the computer. 

Read-only. Refers to a memory device that outputs a selectable word, but this word cannot be altered 
by the processor during its operation. 
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Read-Write. Refers to a memory device which can be both read from and written into during normal 
operation. 

Reconfiguration. Reorganization of the computer into a new system without the failed part. Sometimes 
the computing capacity of the system is reduced by reconfiguration, and the fault is thus only partially 
tolerated. Partial fault tolerance is sometimes referred to as graceful degradation. 

Recovery. The actions necessary to maintain information continuity in a computer system following a 
transient error or reconfiguration. 

Redundancy. The use of additional circuits and/or components, that would not be needed in a “perfect” 
computer, but which serve to provide fault tolerance in a real computer. The two distinct approaches 
are static redundancy and dynamic redundancy. 

Register. A device for temporarily storing a single word in preparation for operating on it. It may store 
data, instructions, memory addresses, or any other ordered set of bits. Usually it can be loaded or emptied 
very quickly. 

Relative Address. An address indicated by an incremental change from the last address rather than an 
absolute location. 

Reliability. The probability that a piece of equipment or system will perform as specified for a given 
period of time when used in the specified manner. 

Repertoire. See Instruction Repertoire. 

-S- 
Scaling. Multiplying variables by an appropriate constant (the scale factor) to allow their representation 
in a given fixed-point numerical system. 

Scratchpad Memory. A high-speed (generally small) memory which can be directly addressed by the 
processing circuitry. 

Self Test. A test exercised by the computer itself, designed to check its logical operation. 

Serial. Refers to the sequential transmission and/or processing of the bits of a word through a single 
line or channel. 

Serial-Parallel. Refers to the simultaneous transmission and/or processing of bits in a byte through 
parallel lines or channels. The transmission or processing of a complete word requires several sequential 
bytes. This type of data flow is a combination of serial and parallel operations. 

Shift. Moving the characters of a unit of information column-wise right or left from one storage cell 
to another, usually in a register. For a number, this is equivalent to multiplying or dividing by a power 
of the base of notation. 

Single Address. Signifies that only one address is contained in each instruction. 

Simulation. The process of modeling or logically duplicating a system (including another computer) 
by programming its features on a general-purpose computer. 

Software. All of the computer programs written for use in a computer system. Support software includes 
assembly programs, compilers, utility routines, etc. Operational software refers to fight programs, test 
programs, etc. 

S 6 C .  Abbreviation for stabilization and control. 
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Static Redundancy. The use of massive replication of each component or circuit to two or more copies, 
which are permanently connected and powered. A component failure or logic fault is instantaneously and 
automatically masked by the presence of the redundant copies of the same item. 

Subroutine. A subprogram that can be part of another routine. Subroutines can be closed, which means 
they are stored in one place and accessed by other programs when needed, or open which means they 
are inserted each time they are used. 

-T- 
Temporary Memory. The part of memory which contains data to be processed or computational results. 
Sometimes called the data memory, it provides read-write storage. 

Throughput. The total flow of useful information through a computer during some given period of time. 

TMR. Abbreviation for triplicated modular redundancy, a type of static redundancy. 

Translate. To convert one type of language (special codes, other machine languages, etc.) to another 
language suitable for operations within the computer. 

TTL. Abbreviation for transistor- transistor logic. 

Two Address. Signifies that two addresses are contained in each instruction. For example, the address 
of one operand and the address of the next instruction. 

Two’s Complement. The complement of a binary number found by changing each 1 to 0 and each 0 
to 1 and adding 1 to the number. 

-V- 
Variable Memory. That portion of the computer memory which is used for storage of temporary data 
or computational results. It is always a read-write memory, as distinguished from the Program Memory 
which is often “read-only.” 

Volatile. Refers to a memory which loses its information contents when power is removed. 

-W- 
WCIU.  Abbreviation for workshop computer interface unit, which connects the two ATM workshop 
computers. 

Word. A series of bits of prescribed length which is treated by the computer circuits as a unit. The 
word is the basic format in which the computer transmits information. Ordinarily a word is treated by 
the control unit as an instruction and by the arithmetic unit as a data quantity. 

Word Length. The number of bits in a word. Word lengths may be fixed or variable depending on the 
particular computer. 

Write. To store information into the system memory from the input data or from an operating register 
of the system. 
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NASA SPACE VEHICLE DESIGN CRITERIA 
MONOGRAPHS ISSUED TO DATE 

SP-8001 (Structures) 

SP-8002 (Structures) 

SP-8003 (Structures) 

Buffeting During Atmospheric Ascent, revised November 1970 

Flight-Loads Measurements During Launch and Exit, December 1964 

Flutter, Buzz, and Divergence, July 1964 

, SP-8004 (Structures) Panel Flutter, July 1965 

I SP-8005 (Environment) Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, revised May 1971 
I 

SP-8006 (Structures) 

SP-8007 (Structures) 

SP-8008 (Structures) 

SP-8009 (Structures) 

SP-8010 (Environment) 

SP-8011 (Environment) 

SP-8012 (Structures) 

Local Steady Aerodynamic Loads During Launch and Exit, May 1965 

Buckling of Thin-Walled Circular Cylinders, revised August 1968 

Prelaunch Ground Wind Loads, November 1965 

Propellant Slosh Loads, August 1968 

Models of Mars Atmosphere (1967), May 1968 

Models of Venus Atmosphere (1968), December 1968 

Natural Vibration Modal Analysis, September 1968 

SP-8013 (Environment) 
1 

SP-8014 (Structures) 

, SP-8015 (Guidance and 

SP-8016 (Guidance and 

I Control) 

Control) 
I SP-8017 (Environment) 

SP-8018 (Guidance and 
Control) 

SP-80 19 (Structures) 

SP-8020 (Environment) 

SP-8021 (Environment) 

SP-8022 (Structures) 

SP-8023 (Environment) 

SP-8024 (Guidance and 
Control) 

Propulsion) 
SP-8025 (Chemical 

Meteoroid Environment Model-1969 (Near Earth to Lunar Surface), 
March 1969 

Entry Thermal Protection, August 1968 

Guidance and Navigation for Entry Vehicles, November 1968 

Effects of Structural Flexibility on Spacecraft Control Systems, April 1969 

Magnetic Fields-Earth and Extraterrestrial, March 1969 

Spacecraft Magnetic Torques, March 1969 

Buckling of Thin-Walled Truncated Cones, September 1968 

Mars Surface Models (1968), May 1969 

Models of Earth's Atmosphere (120 to 1000 km), May 1969 

Staging Loads, February 1969 

Lunar Surface Models, May 1969 

Spacecraft Gravitational Torques, May 1969 

Solid Rocket Motor Metal Cases, April 1970 
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SP-8026 (Guidance and Spacecraft Star Trackers, July 1970 
Control) 

SP-8027 (Guidance and 
Control) 

Control) 
SP-8028 (Guidance and 

SP-8029 (Structures) 

SP-8030 (Structures) 

SP-8031 (Structures) 

SP-8032 (Structures) 

SP-8033 (Guidance and 

SP-8034 (Guidance and 

Control) 

Control) 

SP-8035 (Structures) 

SP-8036 (Guidance and 
Control) 

SP-8037 (Environment) 

SP-8038 (Environment) 

SP-8040 (Structures) 

SP-8041 

SP-8042 (Structures) 

SP-8043 (Structures) 

SP-8044 (Structures) 

SP-8046 (Structures) 

SP-8047 (Guidance and 
Control) 

SP-8048 

SP-8049 (Environment) 

SP-8050 (Structures) 

SP-8051 

SP-8053 (Structures) 

SP-8054 (Structures) 

SP-8055 (Structures) 

SP-8056 (Structures) 

Spacecraft Radiation Torques, October 1969 

Entry Vehicle Control, November 1969 

Aerodynamic and Rocket-Exhaust Heating During Launch and Ascent, 
May 1969 

Transient Loads From Thrust Excitation, February 1969 

Slosh Suppression, May 1969 

Buckling of Thin-Walled Doubly Curved Shells, August 1969 

Spacecraft Earth Horizon Sensors, December 1969 

Spacecraft Mass Expulsion Torques, December 1969 

Wind Loads During Ascent, June 1970 

Effects of Structural Flexibility on Launch Vehicle Control Systems, 
February 1970 

Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Magnetic Fields, September 1970 

Meteoroid Environment Model-1970 (Interplanetary and Planetary), 
October 1970 

Fracture Control of Metallic Pressure Vessels, May 1970 

Captive-Fired Testing of Solid Rocket Motors, March 1971 

Meteoroid Damage Assessment, May 1970 

Design Development Testing, May 1970 

Qualification Testing, May 1970 

Landing Impact Attenuation for Non-Surface-Planing Landers, April 1970 

Spacecraft Sun Sensors, June 1970 

Liquid Rocket Engine Turbopump Bearings, March 1971 

The Earth's Ionosphere, March 1971 

Structural Vibration Prediction, June 1970 

Solid Rocket Motor Igniters, March 1971 

Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects on Materials, June 1970 

Space Radiation Protection, June 1970 

Prevention of Coupled Structure-Propulsion Instability (Pogo), October 1970 

Flight Separation Mechanisms, October 1970 
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SP-8057 (Structures) 

SP-8058 (Guidance and 

SP-8059 (Guidance and 

Structural Design Criteria Applicable to a Space Shuttle, November 1970 

Spacecraft Aerodynamic Torques, January 1971 

Spacecraft Attitude Control During Thrusting Maneuvers, February 1971 

C:ompartment Venting, November 1970 

liiteractioii With Umbilicals and Launch Staid, August 1970 

Tubular Spacecraft Booms (Eqtendible, Reel Stored), February 1971 

Passive Gravity-Gradient Libration Dampers, February 1971 

Control) 

Control) 

S1’-8060 (S t riictiires) 

SY-8061 (Structures) 

SP-8065 (Guidance and 

SP-8071 (Guidance arid 

Control) 

Control) 
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